Colorado Springs Downtown Historic Parks Master Plan
Engagement Window 2: Park Features Preferences Survey
Detailed Survey Results Report
October 10, 2019

Survey Responses:


This survey was conducted online September 10-31, 2019.



1,050 respondents finished the survey and responded to 80% or more of the questions. This survey
report only analyzes those responses, not the 1,400+ individuals that clicked on the survey link.

Key Takeaways:


Participants were geographically well-distributed, representing residents in all quadrants of the city.



All demographic groups were well represented other than youth under 18 years old. This survey is
supplemented by input collection in the parks in which youth were well represented. The results of
in-person engagement and online survey shows a high level of similarity of preferences for park
features.



Participants reported satisfaction levels with the three parks indicates parks downtown historic
parks are underperforming for people’s expectations.



Cleanliness, safety, basic amenities, natural elements and more events rank highly as top desires
for improving the parks.



Write-in responses focused heavily on the issue of homelessness as it relates to their perceptions
of park safety and welcome.



Based on survey results, investments in additional maintenance, natural features and physical
improvements that support programming are most important to the public.

How to Use this Report:


This report is in the order that the survey was provided in online for the public.



Certain crosstabs, or filters, were used to dive deeper into specific relationships and highlight
particular findings.



All write-in answers for “Other” or similar questions can be found at the end of the report.



Narratives are provided at key places throughout.



Graph numbers indicate the total responses unless noted as a percentage
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2. Which of these historic downtown parks have you visited in the past year? (Choose as many as apply)
906

766

555

0
Acacia Park

Alamo Square Park

Antlers Park

Note: a map and photos of the parks were included in the survey for clarity

3. Currently, what are the best things about Alamo Square Park (Colorado Springs Pioneer Museum park)? (Select
up to three options)
590

572
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4. What are the best things about Antlers Park currently? (Select up to three options)
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5. What are the best things about Acacia Park currently? (Select up to three options)
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6. How satisfied are you with each park currently?

This comparison chart takes the results that are broken out in the next three results so you can see them side by
side.
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6. How satisfied are you with Acacia Park currently?
Note: The grey bar at the top here shows “I don’t know” responses (only 2%).
Extremely Unsatisfied [13%]

Somewhat Unsatisfied [22%]

Neutral [15%]

Somewhat Satisfied [37%]

Extremely Satisfied [11%]

6. How satisfied are you with Alamo Square Park currently?
I don't know [10%]
Extremely Unsatisfied [4%]
Somewhat Unsatisfied [7%]

Neutral [18%]

Somewhat Satisfied [36%]

Extremely Satisfied [25%]
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6. How satisfied are you with Antlers Park currently?

I don't know [11%]

Extremely Unsatisfied [37%]

Somewhat Unsatisfied [20%]

Neutral [15%]

Somewhat Satisfied [13%]
Extremely Satisfied [5%]

7. What would make these parks better? (Select up to three options)
751
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11

0
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7. What would make these parks better? (by time typically downtown)
500
400
300
200
100
0

Daytime: Monday - Friday

Evenings: Monday - Friday

Daytime: Saturday and/or Sunday

Evenings: Saturday and/or Sunday

This graph shows the responses to #7 but breaks it down by the time people are typically downtown. For example,
updated entertainment/performance facilities is comparatively more important to those that are typically
downtown at night and on weekends than revising the park design. However, every other element was chosen in
the same order.
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7. What would make these parks better? (Word cloud for "other" responses)
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10. What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master plan design of Acacia Park?
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8. What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master plan design of Alamo Square Park?
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9. What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master plan design of Antlers Park?
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11. What type of change is most needed for each park?
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The above shows how those that felt neutral to unsatisfied with the current state of a park responded to what
type of change was needed. Those that felt more negatively about Alamo Square Park ranked transform the park
design and activities while conserving irreplaceable elements above no change, which is a significant difference
than the response of everyone (seen in the graph on the previous page). Those that felt more negatively about the
current state of Antlers Park ranked policy or management change much higher than the total respondents did.
Those that felt negatively about Acacia Park as is also ranked policy or management change much higher.
Rank of Type of Change Needed
ALAMO SQUARE PARK

All
Respondents

No change

2

Those that
feel
negatively
about
current state
3

Policy or Management Change

5

5

Rehabilitate and/or Greater
Maintenance

4

4

Add Innovative Activities and
Events with minor design
changes
Transform the Park Design and
Activities while conserving
irreplaceable elements

1

1

3

2
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Rank of Type of Change Needed
ANTLERS PARK

All
Respondents

No change

5

Those that
feel
negatively
about
current state
5

Policy or Management Change

4

2

Rehabilitate and/or Greater
Maintenance

1

1

Add Innovative Activities and
Events with minor design
changes
Transform the Park Design and
Activities while conserving
irreplaceable elements

3

4

2

3

Rank of Type of Change Needed
ACACIA PARK

All
Respondents

No change

5

Those that
feel
negatively
about
current state
5

Policy or Management Change

4

3

Rehabilitate and/or Greater
Maintenance

2

2

Add Innovative Activities and
Events with minor design
changes
Transform the Park Design and
Activities while conserving
irreplaceable elements

3

4

1

1

11. What level of activity would you envision for Alamo Square Park?

High
Energy
[7%)

[5%]

Equal Amounts of Both [53%]

[9%]

Relaxed [26%]
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12. What level of activity would you envision for Antlers Park?

High
Energy
[7%]

12.

[5%]

Equal Amounts of Both [47%]

[10%]

Relaxed [30%]

What level of activity would you envision for Acacia Park?

High Energy [36%]

[3%]

Equal Amounts of Both [42%]

[12%]

Relaxed
[7%]
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13.

Should these parks primarily cater to individuals or large gatherings?
658

600

554

605

400
200

213
129

0

77

70

Primarily Individual
Experiences

Alamo Square Park

130

169

...

Antlers Park

74

61
Equal Amounts of Both

53

Primarily Large Gatherings
and Events

Acacia Park
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14. Select the images that you think would be appropriate Active Play features for any of the 3 parks. (Up to 3
choices)
1006 Responses

Field

Choice Count

Custom Art Playground

659

Winter Ice Rink (Alternative Summer Use)

546

Open Play Space

417

All-age Playground/Parkour

410

Bike Repair Station

350

Modern Modular Playground

322

Bocce Court

291

Enclosed Dog Park

287

Climbing Wall

277

Chess Lawn

250

Community Dance Floor

249

Outdoor Table Tennis

249

Mini Golf (Summer activity)

247

Skateable Sculpture

208

Additional Temporary Games

202

Court Sports

164

Dog Agility Course

71

13
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15. Select the images that you think would be appropriate Community Gathering features at any of the 3 parks.
(Up to 3 choices)
998 Responses

Field

Choice Count

Food Truck Dining Area

626

Flexible Outdoor Dining Space

492

Temporary Market Infrastructure

485

Contemporary Bandshell

429

Temporary Film Screen

406

Covered Market Promenade

355

Visitor Info Hub

354

Civic Gathering Space

318

Media Stage for Viewing Parties

317

Permanent Park Concessions

299

Large Activity Lawn

294

Movable Seating

245

Pop-up Band Shell

242

Modern Concert Stage

168

16. Select all the images that you think would be appropriate for Passive Relaxation features at any of the 3
parks. (Up to 3 choices)
1007 Responses

Field

Choice Count

Shaded Lawn

741

Healing Garden

706

Reading Space

370

Edible Garden

356

Artful Seating

336

Hammock Seating

260
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17. Select the images that you think would be appropriate Art and History features
at any of the 3 parks. (Up to 3 choices)

1005
Responses

Field

Choice
Count

Lighting Installation

631

Interactive Water Feature

627

Green Wall

527

Mural

507

Interactive Sculpture

453

Sculptural Playscape

401

Historic Display

392

Programmable Lighting

366

Historic Interpretive Sculpture

153

Interpretive Sign

103

18. What is your relationship to Antlers, Acacia and/or Alamo Square Parks? (Choose as many as apply)
849
800
700

655

600
475

500
400

337

300
200
100

81

75

I attend/my
family
member
attends
school nearby

I own a
business
nearby

55

51

Other

I own/manage
property
nearby

0
Colorado
Springs
resident

I spend time
in these parks

I work nearby

I live nearby

Noteworthy to highlight:
1. Of the 75 business owners we heard from, the majority also live in Downtown
2. Of those the 51 that own/manage property nearby, the majority also live Downtown
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19. As someone with business and/or property interests nearby, what particular desires and concerns, or
partnerships, should the City and park designers consider for this master plan?
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21. Where do you live?
254

249
206

200
139

126

100

66

0
Downtown

Northeast

Northwest

Southeast

Southwest

Other

22. What is your age?
268
231
200

190

171

168

100

9
0
Under 18

18 - 29

30 - 39

40 - 49

50 - 59

60 or older
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24. How many years have you lived in the Colorado Springs area? (Please answer "0" if less than 6 months)

Question
How many years have you lived in the Colorado Springs area? (Please answer
"0" if less than 6 months)

Min

Max

Mean

Median

Responses

0

99

20

19

1036

The pages that follow
include all “Other” options or
text box fill responses.
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QUESTION 3 "OTHER" RESPONSES

Other

It’s a fun place to let my toddler run around when we are out walking downtown

Food truck Tuesday

Food truck venue

Food Truck Tuesdays

Less homeless hanging out

food trucks

Gardens

Way to many homeless people smoking pot

Food Trucks

farmers market is wonderful!

food trucks

downtown parks seem shady and make me uncomfortable caring things i normally take with me to school like my laptop

I like the food truck Tuesday’s

great food
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Other

Space

no much activity

Love Food Truck Tuesday!

Food trucks are popular.

All of the bums begging for money.

I’ve never been there

I work across the street so on breaks I'll hang out on the lawn or go inside the museum to check out new exhibits.

The clock

A space to have events and close to downtown shopping/eating.

Food truck Tuesdays!

Food Truck Tuesdays and the Summer/fall farm & art market on Wednesdays

haven't visit and don't plan on doing so

Food truck day is great!

Food Trucks!

food trucks in the summer

Tuesday Food Trucks

birds

The homeless have ruined all of these parks my family and I have found people dedicating in the parks around Colorado Springs and we have not
returned since.

visitor hub

To many homeless people. We don't feel comfortable in these parks.

Never heard of it.

Saves open space from infill development & over-building blight

food trucks

food trucks
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Other

Farmers market

Very few homeless which makes the park more comfortable to visit.

play ground for children, special historic displays for children such as a school house room set up like the past. Statues that children can climb on and
good for photographs.

Food trucks and farmers market!

I dont visit them due to high homeless actiivty I do not feel safe.

Farmers market. However, last year I stopped to pick up my peaches from the farmer. When I parked, I stopped to text the farmer before getting out
and was already being written up for a parking ticket!

Never visited

It livens up downtown creating vibrancy through green space in an area with a lot of large building

Didn't even know it was an actual park.

Food Truck Tuesday!

It's still a park. Glad there hasn't been more illegal land swaps with the Broadmoor like Strawberry Fields.

To many people so i never visit.

visiting the museum

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

It’s hard to visit a city park when it’s full of homeless waiting for the next meal. Stop the free hand outs at city parks and then we might be ale to use the
parks!

Food trucks

Food truck Tuesdays

Food trucks and farmers market and place to watch the Pride Parade.

Pokemon Go

The museum

I haven't visited this park

Food trucks

Food Truck Tuesday
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Other

Food trucks

Clean, few homeless

Is is additional green space and a historic building

food trucks

Food Truck Tuesdays

Food Truck Tuesday

Food Trucks

I would love to see Alamo Square be reimagined into a town square concept with expanded areas to sit/eat/ have space for families to enjoy natural
park space in a vibrant downtown

Food trucks

Food truck weekly event is great.

Less Homeless in park

i have not visited this park before. i am new to cos.

Of the 3 parks, this one is the least attractive in terms of shade, spacing, design or activities. It's fine for food trucks, but even that feels awkward.

I have visited none of these parks because I am in fear to do so with all of the vagrant population that hovers around. Please get Colorado Springs
cleaned up of this nonsense.

Food Truck Tuesday

Lunch Trucks

The historic feel of the park is wonderful

Food Truck Tuesday

I pick up my CSA share from the park every week, and the farmer's market there is fantastic!

Food truck fest

Proximity to businesses in area

restrooms inside Pioneer's museum, food trucks

Food Trucks!
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Other

Less homeless than other parks

Food Truck Tuesdays have generated a lot of use for this park AND getting ppl together at lunch time, outside of their offices

The wheel doesn’t need to be reinvented here. It’s a great park with perfect activity currently. It may be worth adding plant and tree I’d tags, but
please don’t change anything, it represents the Pioneer Museum in just the right way.

There isn’t anything good since they are being overrun by homeless

The fact that we are using it as a venue for events, like the food truck Tuesday is great. Add more of this.

This probably falls into events/entertainment, but I love the farmers market and Food Truck Tuesday

farmers market

Food trucks.

Food truck days and farmers market

Homeless make it uncomfortable/safe to take grandkids. Please give parks back to taxpayers & families.

Pioneer museum

This doesn't really function like a park. It's the yard of the Pioneers Museum.

No weird taxpayer funded objects labeled as art
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QUESTION 4 "OTHER" RESPONSES
Other

It’s sketchy AF because of the homeless population there. I have only been there accidentally when I first moved to town. I would not go back in it’s
current safe. It is not clean or safe.

It gives the homeless a place to sit.

Park is not safe with homeless people. There is nothing to do in this park

Poorly used, too run down, too far away from the city center. Needs a face lift.

Has so much potential

Too many homeless to use

This space is uninviting and unusable.There is not enough activity around this park for a normal user to feel safe.

Nothing. It's dirty and full of homeless men.

Nice area, but homeless make it unable to use

Nothing. There are so many homeless people spending all day there, my family avoids it.

The folks that hand out at this park is a deterrent for me in visiting this park.

The potential to be attacked by a homeless person

Too many homeless people to use park

good local food

seems like it would be a nice place to relax if there weren't homeless and cops there every time I go by it.

Too many hobos

Open green space downtown. Preserves views to the west.
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Other

Bicycle route-trail connector to downtown

wheelchair accessability

Nothing. Unsafe area with some that are homeless in the park

Would like PPCC masonry class to build a nice Brick sign letting folks know what the history and what the park has to offer.

All of the bums begging for money.

Too many homeless hanging there so I do not visit.

There is nothing good about this park. Currently it is used as a place for the homeless to congregate.

I’ve never been there

Homeless hangout

Locatin; however it's not pleasant to share the park with indidivually who make it uncomfortable.

It's not known for it's safety. I've not know it to be a nice place to go since childhood.

Have clean bathrooms available for those who use this park. A lot of homeless are in the park, and sometimes people don't want to go through or near
this park, due to that issue.

Unsafe, homeless; I don't visit for this reason

To many bums for me to visit.

Nothing to do at park, out of the way. Homeless

None- I don't go into the park ever. I am glad there is a park there, rather than buildings. It is nice on the eyes - I appricate the greenery and opens
space; the trees are pretty. But there are too many bums to actually walk through it or relax inside it. I'm a student at PPCC downtown campus, and
walk by the park every day but don't go into the park. The bums are nice and do not bother students, it is a good place for them to hang out. But I just
dont see any point in walking through as they take up all the benches and such.

The homeless folks camping/using it to relieve themselves doesn't make it at all inviting.

Not much now. It is a place for homeless people and for drug sale.

near historic train depot

I don't visit the Antlers park often

Love the shade trees here

haven't visit and don't plan on doing so

This park needs some attention.
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Other

Antlers Park does not feel safe, although I've been there, I try to avoid it

pavillion

Seems under-utilized

the trees

None of these things are not very possible with the homeless situation there currently.

Homeless population has made it unsafe

This needs improvement due to the amount of homelessness in the area. Would love to enjoy to do my work there or just picnic with the family. Needs a
lot of attention. Would love to see more family oriented items at this location.

See above statement.

Well there is grass there, it is not a building. I liked when the train was there on the corner

Homeless central. Avoid at all costs

To many homeless people. We don't feel comfortable in these parks.

Across from PPCC

Could be a great place for the PPCC DT campus but being overrun by the homeless makes it unattractive

Was more historical before the locomotive was moved.

It feels taken over by homelessness. Does not feel relaxing.

This is a horrifying park. The transient community has overtaken it. I won’t even ride my bike past it

I avoid this park because there are too many homeless

I do not use this park.

It's gross -- I don't feel safe, there.

Nice shady park.. Along with shady homelessness.

Kind of hidden, so it may not be utilized to the fullest. With the revival of the Depot, it may be a good idea to provide better lighting and areas for
people to walk & sit.

not useable. always get harrassed here

I do not visit due to not being safe. Due to homeless activity.
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Other

high number of transients make me stay away from this park, sad.

Chance of being mugged any time of day

I never realized it was a park.

Is a connection point from downtown to the Santa Fe trail (the Jack Quinn's loop)

I haven't visited Antlers Park

This is quite literally a bastion for the homeless right now unfortunately. Could be better utilized once more restaurants and development happens on
Sierra Madre.

Again, very glad the city is pretending to care this time. We'll see, I'm sure it's valuable real estate, maybe you can work out some other illegal
backroom deal to take it away from the people.

Never been!!

not comfortable hanging out in the park...too many homeless

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

See comment above.

Sadly it is underused due to the transient clientele that gather there. Many “ do hooded” feel that it is a place for pop up handouts. I feel that their
intentions are well meaning but should be steered to organizations that are not only regulated but do it in a more coordinated way. Food handed out of
someone’s trunk no matter how good the intentions create a public safety issue whether it be proper food storage or creation of discarded trash from
the recipient

It’s a rather nasty place nowadays.

Needs to be cleaned up ...scarry

Too many homeless to enjoy

Nothing. It is filled with homeless people and is unuseable!!

Connectivity to downtown and Monument Valley Bike path

I haven’t visited.

Nothing.

I've not been to this park.

Wonderful shade

Nothing, there are so many homeless people I don't ever go
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Other

Location of Early Connections

Great potential for a Bike Polo/roller hockey rink

Love the big trees and open space!

It just attracts the homeless population thereby making is less usable by the community.

I will not visit this park again with or without my family.

Doesn't feel safe, not connected to downtown, not a destination. Early Connections and train station are next door.

Problem with vagrancy makes park uninviting

Nothing. Over run with homeless. Won’t go.

Is less enjoyable without the train.

Currently, this park is a Hobo city.

not safe

Green Space needed for street cooling

Place is dangerous. Stinks. Drug dealing and drunk homeless.

I don't see it being used for any of those things. It's a place for people who have nowhere else to go so it's essentially a day shelter for homeless people.

I would not go there at this point, not safe.

Clean, few homeless

Has potential

The homeless population is a problem.

To shifty to hang out at because of homeless

Aside from the occasional special event, that park serves no real purpose (except it's green and not an ugly parking lot or strip mall)

Currently in rough shape

Unfortunately Antlers park is completely unusable due to the homeless people living there.

Great potential, but unusable by the general public due to heavy homeless population

too dangerous to anything except drive by
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homeless population is overrunning the park

I am too scared to go there to find out anything else about it

Too many homeless hang there

This park could be nice if there were less homeless activity. Currently it is very threatening and unappealing. .

there is unrealized potential.

I actually don't go to this one, as it's mostly filled with homeless people.

There is NO way I would go to that park. The homeless have taken over that place and it's not safe.

Neglected and underutilized

Nothing is good. Its filthy,full of homeless and drugs. Its disgusting!

i have not visited this park. i am new to cos.

This park is less of a park, more of a homeless shelter. It is a shame as well. I do not have an answer for the homeless, but as a park, it does not belong
to them alone. It should be cleaned up, and maintained as a park, for all people to enjoy, and not afraid to walk through. Local businesses around the
area, have employees that feel threatened by the "residents". The city should have more pride in the spaces that have been gifted to it, than is
exhibited by this park.

Running trails

This is a beautiful space with a LOT of potential, but it needs some good programming. And the homeless camps need to be better managed.

I only pass through this park on my bike, don't really feel safe too many homeless.

I have visited none of these parks because I am in fear to do so with all of the vagrant population that hovers around. Please get Colorado Springs
cleaned up of this nonsense.

1) It's potential to be revitalized. 2) the Pike monument, 3) it's location

Currently - i do not see many recreational opportunities at this location due to the homeless issues.

I avoid this park because of the homeless activity and there is nothing there

Well, it is a place for homeless to gather.

not the homeless people !!!!!

Location

It's a terrible park filled with homeless

Nice trees
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I don't go to Antlers because it's dirty and scary because of the homeless presence.

no longer go there

Nothing here but homeless

I walk around this park several times a day just to stretch my legs from sitting all day behind a desk. With the recent homeless population taking over,
the park has become a scary place to visit. some homeless people are obviously high or drunk and often loud and fighting/yelling at those around them
and those nearby. This park has become a huge concern.

Nothing. To many homeless and drugs. It would be better if the homeless were not there

I walk by Antlers park regularly - I work in the Wells Fargo building and like to walk on the Monument Valley Trail. This park seems to have been
completely taken over by homeless individuals.

When ive walked this park. Its always had a homeless problem and maked me feel unsafe being there.

Don’t use, homeless/transient population off putting

Safety

Unsafe do to the homeless population...old locomotive removed, needs to be return. Needs more benches, better lighting, etc....

This park needs some serious work!

this is not a place to go unless you're homeless

Honestly have not visited that park, not visible

Love the big trees

One of the historical gifts to the city.

I have never been there

It’s dangerous, it could be a nice place to relax and enjoy nature, but the homeless people have taken over, they throw rocks, scream, and are not a nice
group of people.Tax payer money should go to “beat cops” to keep it safe. I don’t want any other funds spent here until it’s safe,otherwise you’re better
off throwing that money on a bonfire.

Have not yet visited

Hang out with the homeless.

This is a negative space, there is nothing welcoming about it. Does not always feel safe, so I don’t go there. The cement fall backing to the parking
garage is off putting.

The location of this park should make it a gem, but currently there doesn’t seem to be anything positive going on there.

Close to depot, Olympic museum, and the soon to be redeveloped SW downtown area.
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I drive by and just see the large amounts of homeless people so I never stop

This space needs to be reimagined in concert with the redevelopment of the Depot station area. The isolation of it now gives it an air of isolation.
Parking is also an issue,

Get rid of the beggers

Has potential due to proximity to downtown

Same as downtown parks. Drugs/homeless/ alcohol/ make it unsafe for taxpaying public.

There is the locomotive. But it doesn’t feel safe.

I haven't been to this park

place for homeless
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Similar to antlers, it’s still kind of dirty and I worry about my daughter coming into contact with needles or other unsafe garbage. The playground is a
highlight though.

Location in heart of downtown. Uncle Wilbur fountain/ water fun for kids

I love the shuffleboard. Would like it updated. We need outdoor ping pong tables that are made of concrete. They are so much fun we play on them in
Albuquerque and California.

Fountain

Too many homeless people in park to enjoy

great local food

Again the homeless make it somewhat scary to take the kids but uncle wilbur's fountain and the playground are things they want to do so we go
anyway
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Too many homeless. I rarely go downtown and never to this park. Last time I was walking through it (about 4 years ago) I was called names and
aggressively stalked. Because I wouldn't give any money.

It's not safe so it's not a great place currently

wheelchair accessability

Fountain in summer and ice rink during the winter

All of the bums begging for money.

Lots of homeles hanging out there so not much interested in going there

This too is getting overrun with our homeless population. Not an attractive or comfortable place for people and children to hang out or play.

I’ve never been there

I would choose more than 3 for this park. Uncle Wilbur and the playground are great for the kids. Story is one of the best examples of the city being
flexible. The art is a nice addition to the park.

uncle wilber fountain and concrete couch duck and mosaic

homeless deter me from spending time there, i do like the ourdoor skating rink and fountain

SO MANY HOMELESS ROAMING OR HANGING OUT

water fountain

Great location, more activities during the summer months

I enjoy walking through Acacia park, sometimes I have lunch there between my classes. It can get really loud during sunny days and summer time because of the water fountain and all the kids. For the most part, its a nice park and a good area to open up the buildings of the city. Also I am glad
Story Coffee Shop is still there! Yay!

Splash pad

Seeing all the homeless and the drug use, I love to take my kids to the city's parks.

historic band stand

Close to shopping/food and allows for a place for the kids to play before eating or going shopping.

Ice rink at Christmas

haven't visit and don't plan on doing so

Wilbur

Uncle Wilbur fountain
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birds

See above statement.

To many homeless people. We don't feel comfortable in these parks.

Mr. Wilber

Uncle Wilbur

The fountain is nice. The rest has been overtaken by the transient population and is dirty and dangerous.

My concern is the large number of homeless people pushing grocery carts and littering. I do not feel safe. My concern is for the families that use the
water pool. c

The Fountain! A GREAT, free thing for families!!!

Proximity to downtown businesses

I do not visit due to homeless activity

I mainly trying to avoid Acacia Park because of all the homeless people.

I

Ice Skating Rink

The Broadmoor hasn't destroyed all the pathways and built yet another horse barn for this city.

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

See comment above.

The sitting benches should be removed as was done at the library so that it isn’t a community gathering place for trouble. Denver has done this at
many of their city parks and it has improved the safety and implied safety of the park users

Uncle Wilber Fountain

Uncle Wilbur

Lots of homeless

Could be nice if it was cleaned up more. There are alot of homeless people.

Fountain and playground for young children

Pokemon Go
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Farmers market

story coffee shop

In the winter -- ice arena

I will not visit this park again with or without my family.

negative side is too many homeless hang out

I used to attend the markets here; was amazing.

not safe

Can't do the survey properly then I'll edit you off my property with my causal area by editor. stop handi craft chamber fishing. Poluted water: please
make water purely Pharmaceutical Chlorinated H2O.

Also not a very usable park due to the homeless people.

The band shell should be utilized more; too many vagrants

Needs to be reclaimed from the homeless and dangerous people

I would love for acacia to have a expanded updated playspace for kids to continue to encourage families across colorado springs to spend time
downtown. Story is a fantastic addition.. having other spaces to eat/relax enjoy the park would be wonderful. Activiting/revitalizing the outdoor
concert space with thoughtful programming of cultural events/concerts would be another draw to the park

Fountain/playground and Skate in the Park

ice skating rink!

Uncle Wilbur fountain brings young families downtown; a great contribution

Ice rink

Nothing is good about it due to the homeless, the filth, etc.

Again this park, is inhabited by a group of people that think it is theirs only. It is the worst exhibition of the lack of direction this city has shown in
regards to the parks. It was a gift to the city for all, not only the homeless and mentally wandering and panhandlers. Even the police that are charged
with walking the streets have a negative attitude to all around. It is unpleasant and should be addressed. As the center park in the town, it should be a
showcase for how cool the city is and how it allows all to gather in a beautiful setting. Instead, no one can say hi to anyone without getting asked for
money, or screamed at...

Ice skating rink

The homeless.

I have visited none of these parks because I am in fear to do so with all of the vagrant population that hovers around. Please get Colorado Springs
cleaned up of this nonsense.
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ICE RINK

Ice Rink

I enjoy the historic feel the park has

Uncle Wilbur!

Not the homless people !!

Outdoor Ice Rink

Uncle Wilbur

Homeless and tweakers

It would be better if there were not the homeless by Uncle Wilber's Fountain. The guy with the cart is a smelly eyesore to the park and community

THE FOUNTAIN!!!

Wilbur's Fountain - great free water fountain for kids in summer, altho homeless use it for bathing :(

Space for kids

The fountain

Don’t change anything other than add “beat cops” to keep it safe. The students from Palmer High School use it to relax and eat lunch.

Nothing because overrun by homeless

Homeless

Uncle Wilbur Fountain

Uncle Wilbur Fountain

My sons LOVE playing the outdoor lawn games provided by the hub. We go ice skating there and play at the playground. It's a great park.

Programs: winter strolling musicians

PLEASE get that damned statue of Wm. Palmer out of the street and put it in the park.

Love Wilbur! Keep homeless, sex offenders away from kids please.keep park clean. More patrols.

Splash area is nice

Drugs
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art always improves but must be changed from time to time.

I think the pavilion in Antlers Park invites groups to use it as a place to openly distribute goods to those experiencing homelessness; service provider
locations (SRM, Marion House, etc.) are better places for that activity, so the pavilion can/should be removed. I also think the amphitheater in Antlers
would be amazing if it was renovated.

Antlers Park is constantly filled with homeless drugged people.

More benches

Kick the hobos out so I don’t have to smell their piss in all parks in the city center

More food events

I refuse to tak my family to these needle/homeless infested parks

anything to promote healthy usership. It would also be helpful to have places to each lunch with tables that do not feel extreemly gross like they do in
acacia.

Too many drug addicts

there needs to be a more aggressive approach to cleaning up the food that is thrown on the ground, the trash that is left by the homeless and the
vomit.

Removal of homeless/graffiti

Less homeless population.

Removal of throngs of homeless; no new taxes

The homeless population is extremely concerning.

Dont let homeless gather n linger in these parks
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Stop the vagrants from panhandling.

Less homeless people sitting/sleeping in parks

No homeless allowed to loiter/sleep and deface the parks

Easier to get to and park a car.

Prevent homeless people from disrupting public use. They prevent citizens and visitors from wanting to be there, contribute greatly to trash and
create safety concerns, and use the parks as places to squat.

Remove the homeless

The only thing that will improve these parks is not allowing homeless people to take over and trash them. This deters actual tax payers from being able
to enjoy the parks that they pay taxes for so the homeless, who have no interest in preserving what is great about Colorado Springs, can ruin our public
spaces.

Get the homeless OUT!!

Keep the homeless out

In the case of Antlers Park, what would make it better is fewer vagrants loitering in the park and better cleanliness and security. The last time I was
there, I walked along the eastern boundary, against the back wall of the Antlers hotel and found human feces and clothing, and it smelled like urine.
Antlers Park felt mildly unsafe with several scruffy looking young and middle aged men skulking about, and the tables in the picnic shelter were
occupied with homeless individuals sorting through their belongings piled high on the picnic tables. In the case of Acacia Park, upgraded
entertainment/performance facilities that are better utilized with performances and events. Acacia Park also has a problem with
vagrants/homeless/panhandling, so clean that up. Alamo Square Park seems pretty well utilized, clean, and safe and secure. We attend the Farmer's
Market and Food Truck lunch and go to events at the Pioneer's Museum, and we make it a point to travers the paths across Alamo Park when we walk
into downtown.

Too much homeless

wheelchair accessability

Get rid of all of the alcoholic and junkie bums down there. It's not safe for a family to go to.

I don’t know

more recreation, skateboarding park, dog park - Antlers, rock climbing, biking-pump track, frisby gold, miniturn golf, large sculpture garden, water
features, events

too many homeless people , I do not feel safe

No homeless at Antlers. Needs Active neighbors

In Acacia park the shuffleboard doesn't look to have been updated in forever. Overall we need to deal with our homeless issues so folks have
more/better options than camping in the parks during the day.

Information booths are helpful too. Security is needed in these parks for the homeless take over a lot of them.

Too many homeless
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All of the above.

more concrete couch or other community art and music programs

Control homeless activities

dog park at Antlers

One of these parks needs a pull-up bar/some outdoor fitness equipment PLEASE!!

no homeless people

The transient population overruns Acacia Park and makes it a dangerous place to hold events.

NO HOMELESS!

Some type of Recycle /environment awareness program, such as community garden, recycle containers, maybe a local nearby elementary school can
have a small fenced in-garden designated in each of these parks, where they are taught to plant fruits/ vegetables, come water and tend to them,
harvest them and serve/eat at their school.

All the parks are very clean. I would love to see more art!! More public bathrooms would be nice. I always support new natural elements, - more trees,
flowers water features etc. are loved by the city. Me particularly; I would love more benches, and secluded areas to sit to enjoy the parks.

Don't allow homeless people to sleep in them/leave trash behind.

Until you do something about the homeless, no one is going to really visit and enjoy these parks, particularly Antler's and Acacia.

I would suggest food trucks with PPCC students/staff nearby. Art and Sculpture and events would be incredible here.

Bad behavior vagrants continue to harrass citizens who want to enjoy the parks and not worry they will be accosted.

Visitor Hub needs remodel. Shuffle board needs redoing. Office for police would be helpful.

Safety for kids playing.

Less soliciting, there is lots of homeless people at the parks all hours of the day.

We need LESS Homeless People

Homeless problem, they are people to and the homeless programs don't help if many still feel the need to sleep in any of these parks. Invest funds from
this "park revamp" to investing in people who have lost their way.

Less homeless people

Eliminate the homeless population using these parks as their free housing

haven't visit and don't plan on doing so

Fix the hub and games area
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Removal of homeless

Homeless relocation

I've noticed since moved here that the homeless population has grown quite a bit, nothing against homeless population, but it's kinda hard to enjoy a
place to relax when people are making homes out of the parks ..... we have beautiful parks in colorado springs , and I know the homeless like the parks.
Maybe better maintenacne and safty if the homeless want to camp out maybe give them a time to be there like 9pm - 7am then they gotta go to a
shelter or something. this is the most disheartening thing i've noticed after being here 7 years .... bigger homesless taking over the parks

Food trucks more often

Less or no homeless camps/people

NO HOMELESS

More motorcycle parking

The large numbe of homeless who hang out in Antler's park is scary at night when I walk to my car from PPCC.

More food truck frequency

Monitor the aggressive homeless

Making sure the homeless folks aren't overtaking it - goes to safety/security

Aggressive homeless individuals need to be addressed

Food Trucks

native plants for local birds

Deal with the homeless issue is probably top priority

I can't get comfortable and enjoy the parks when I am constantly bothered by the homeless begging for money or causing issues.

Throw out the bums!

Removal of the homeless people and camps. Constantly begging me for money while I’m trying to enjoy the parks

Homeless uses it as their home. Though that’s unfortunate it still create the environment as unwelcoming and unsafe.

Most of the trees in acacia park are dying. More need to be planted soon and regularly maintained so that we can have a lush and shady park! More
flowers and shrubs! Biodiversity!

Relocate the homeless.

Get rid of the homeless population in the parks and adjacent areas
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The bathrooms in all parks need to be re-opened, and the water fountains need to be turned back on. Also, the homeless population needs to be
shifted away from these parks. As much as I sympathize with the homeless, many families avoid these parks due to the fact at least one homeless
individual is present. Book local and original acts at these parks which aren't crappy cover bands, horrible wannabe improv groups, or bands that are
jazz/funk/blues/country. Create events and activities which draw people from all walks of life and age groups, not just children, families, the elderly,
and persons of a Christian persuasion. Use these parks to express and display the wide range of diversity which exists in Colorado Springs. Keep the
parks clean. Keep the parks safe without a constant police presence because, believe it or not, many people do not see the police as a sign of safety or
security, especially in regards to local minority communities and the poor. On the note of the poor, create events and activities which do not cost event
goers out-of-pocket expenses. Reach out to the local communities which exist in the greater Colorado Springs area to see who might be willing to help.

Please, when making these changes, do not excuse our homeless population UNLESS you also plan to provide free housing, jobs, and better emergency
shelter systems

Remove the homeless.

The parks are not safe for women walking alone at any time of the day. The homeless control all three of them.

Remove the homeless.

Way too many homeless people that occupy this park.

Antlers is a scary place. Can we put in a river walk somewhere? That would be a game changer.

Regular Police Patrols and discouraging of vagrants. I mean vagarants not the homless - the homeless get help the vagrants don't care in integrate
into society.

Remove all the homeless from the park and make the church that hands out free food on Sunday's to clean up the park when they get done giving free
handouts. The only people who ever use the park are the homeless.

The homeless population in Antlers Park does not allow others to enjoy the park due to safety issues and "panhandling".

The homeless population has taken over Acacia Park. Ir reeks of urine and excrement. One can find syringes strewn about.

Controlling the homeless population in these parks, so everyone feels safe

Antler's Park is threatening. I heard a homeless man say, "Keep looking over here and I'll stab you." to a person walking down the sidewalk. As a student
at PPCC, I am by that park quite frequently, and I am often scared for my safety.

In the Antlers park, I would love to have more college frinedly study areas and I want to feel safer in this area in general. The homeless population that
spend all of their time there frighten me a bit and prevent me from going to this park.

Seating at Antlers

Alamo smells like urine and there are many homeless people who beg.

Get rid of the homeless population

Homeless population/panhandling/loitering is wrecking the experience

A lot of people avoid parks downtown in general because of the safety of their children with the homeless population.

Restrict/remove the homeless. Feed them at the shelters and not in our park.
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Need to control the homeless to make it more comfortable.

There are too many homeless in Antlers Park that drives away people

Police presence

Remove homeless camps

we have so many of the art vandalized. What can be done to prevent this? Can you provide restroom stalls that are not used for drugs and washing? I
think there should be more free parking and more meters that take charge cards. That is the main reason I do not like to come downtown. Dorchester
Park should be off limits to the public and we should be aware how dangerous that area is. I volunteer at the homeless medical clinic at the Marion
house and we hear horrible stories of drugs and abuse there.

We need to move out the bums! The only reason these places aren’t great for picnics and events is because of the homeless and their trash.

Antlers is a disgrace

Too many homeless asking for things. I don’t feel comfortable taking my child there.

I think Antlers & Acacia Park could use some updating. I think these parks may be under-utilized due to the presence of homeless, especially at Acadia
Park. There are too many homeless there around the area of Uncle Wilbur's fountain. If we want to impress our visitors & our visiting family & friends,
we need to control the homeless population downtown. It is a big reason that our family does not go downtown often, esp in the evening.

urban ecology, integration of native species habitats, green infrastructure

The homelessness

I used to spend a lot of time at the Antlers Park before a large group of people moved into the gazebo to live full-time, leave their trash all over the
park, and require police presence every morning.

more police and stop harrassment

Large armount of homeless people.

Remove Homeless People, and loiterers

Antlers Park needs the most attention, but with all of the homeless, I don't feel safe going to this park by myself. It seems too isolated. It needs more
security.

Make it a safe place for all

Directions to connect visitors to other sites (ie, library, antlers hotel, shops,)

Enforcement of rules regarding camping, sleeping, laying, sitting in parks

I have not spent much time at any of these parks in the last year because the homeless, panhandlers, trash, and lying around and sleeping at all hours.

Homeless people tend to monopolize the area around Uncle Wilber's fountain. Our family avoids using Acacia Park altogether because of it.

Could you please put up "No Smoking Signs" around the children's water fountain when active.
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Less homeless people

Please do something about the homeless/panhandling which makes it dangerous and no fun at these parks.

Less homelessness

Fix the Homeless problem

The homeless population is a definite problem in Antlers park.

The HOMELESS IS A REAL PROBLEM!!!!!! BEGGING, FOLLOWING, GO OUT LATE AT NIGHT! RIDE HOME LIKE YOUR GETTING OFF A NIGHT SHIFT
ONE TIME!!

Too many homeless people gathering

Alamo Square Park is serving a good need with food truck tuesdays and its general historic atmosphere. Antlers park is by far the biggest in need of a
redevelopment and Acacia is right behind it.

I'd say it'd be much better suited if all the parks were owned by the Broadmoor. Could you change the city code again and hand these to the real
owners of the city? I'm glad Strawberry Fields has been destroyed. Being sarcastic if you couldn't tell.

get rid of the homeless

putt putt golf at acacia!!

Safety. None of these parks are safe at any time of day due to homeless activities, drug use, and threatening behavior toward others.

Homeless people creating trash and causing disturbance.

Address the homeless occupation of every inch of available space!

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

Kicking out homeless who leave garbage and sleep/loiter in restricted areas.

See comment above. None of the three parks are inviting at all, clean them up and keep the homeless out!

Less panhandling and less human waste

I feel unsafe in our downtown parks because of the large homeless population. I also believe in our environment the summer fountain is a very poor use
of water that could be used for drinking. The front range is expanding rapidly and we must be responsible for our vital resources. Playing in water that
could be used for drinking does not seem like the most responsible use of that limited resource, certainly not a popular opinion, but a responsible one.

Less attraction for the homeless to set up camp. Maybe another soup kitchen somewhere.

Solution to the homelessness running rampant through the parks

Remove the benches around uncle Wilber fountain
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More seating

Clean up the bums and drugs

Address homelessness: why should services towards this population be concentrated around public parks? Develop a plan to provide services at other
locations.

The most difficult: get rid of panhandlers and vagrants.

Entertainment that does not include extremely loud religious music and preaching.

Remove the shuffleboard courts and build some pickle ball courts. It's a great location. Also,get the homeless problem out of the park and managed
downtown. I'm afraid to go into the park and eat my lunch on a beautiful day. I'm tired of being harassed by the homeless, watching them do drugs in
the alley, urinate on my car's tires. My friends don't want to go downtown because of the homeless problem. It's hurting businesses.

No more homeless hanging out.

I feel unsafe in Antlers Park especially. It is more sucluded.

Homeless/addicts

Alamo Square seems very open/exposed compared to Acacia, and thus not as comfortable as a place to stop and relax or recreate; perhaps more
furniture, trees, etc. and visual separation from the road would help. Antlers seems very underutilized and hidden - improving wayfinding, street
access (welcoming/comfortable for bike, pedestrians, and cars), and event programming would help liven up the area.

No loitering allowed

Especially as relates to Antlers Park

Bring back outdoor movies and regular summer concerts.

Acacia Park- remove bushes not allowing people to see through the park. These would clean up the area as well as remove areas where people can
hide or throw trash, or other activities. Also having the shuffle board etc open and available, as well as bathrooms in the park would all attract more
regular usage of all the parks but Acacia specifically. Alamo Park is great, there could be more programming and encouraging other retail around it
would help to keep it being used and more people visiting the Pioneers Museum. Then Antlers Park needs more activity and retail spaces back in the
railroad station, and needs lighting for at night. It would also encourage both visitors and residents alike to gather if the Antlers had an official
entrance on that side of the park or connected to the Depot across the street. Pedestrian bridges or walkways always help, and not feeling like it's
tucked behing a behemoth building but perhaps part of the building would be helpful.

Greater resources in the springs to address the needs of the homeless population.

Antlers park is too scary for a woman to walk around with the homeless making that their day camp

less homeless activity. I do not feel comfortable going to parks in colorado springs and certainly would not take my family to any of them

Get rid of the homeless. If we didn't feed them, they'd go away.

Homeless problem! Duh!

Less homeless scaring kids
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get rid of the beggers, drug dealers

Address current clientele in Antlers park

Acacia needs a summer music series, that bandshell goes to waist far too much. Bring in the food trucks, get some local bands going and make the
most of that space.

Make them safer.

Antlers is a great space, but unsafe and unclean. More use similar to Acacia will change user base.

Educational opportunities, either about the history of the city or the nature/scenery

Need alternative places for homeless to camp and congregate. A designated space that's set up for this use.

Grateful for Story Coffee, yes! We love ice skating in Acacia too.

Decrease in homeless population

Addition of more cycling infrastructure, such as a bike polo court or other. Also, improving security and cleanliness in Acacia park would be great. Why
do we allow people to live there!!!?

Homeless population control

The homeless problem is out of hand. The "charity" services are doing a terrible job of actually lifting anyone out of poverty and are contributing to the
destruction of downtown. I can't even take my children to Penrose Library anymore. Responsible feeding of people who choose to live outside the
system is NOT what is currently going on downtown, and it's hurting all the people who can no longer bring their small children to the parks.

All the parks look beautiful and have nice space. We are hesitant as a family to spend time in the parks because of the homelessness crisis facing the
city.

upgraded playground, less homeless people,

I know it's hard to say but you'll have to get the homeless out. I am torn about it too because I don't know where they will go but when I visit or drive by
any of these parks with the eyes of a tourist I am not surprised no one else is in the park.

Remove homeless community. Unsafe when there is a daycare that connects to one of these parks

Eliminate vagrants camping and loitering, not a desirable place to relax with the risk.

Something needs to be done with the safety of Antlers Park. More patrols and less homeless.

The homeless population, especially at Antlers Park has greatly increased over the past year. Throughout the day people are camping/living in the
park and under the ramada. The park is now dirty and incredibly unsafe.

Too many homeless.

People are "put off" by the people who are currently "living' in the parks, particularly Antlers. While I understand the people need a place to live, the
lack of personal hygiene options creates a health hazard for the community.
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Acacia or possibly Antlers in particular would be an ideal location for a more permanent rink for skating- as is often an outdoor ice opportunity in the
winter, but building a year-round court for Roller Hockey and especially Bike Polo would be incredible! Bike Polo is extremely easy, fun to watch, and
would greatly activate a downtown park even further. When not used for Bike Polo, roller hockey would be common I'm sure. Then, there's the
possibility that this can be turned into the downtown ice skating opportunity. Bike Polo group in Colorado Springs needs a better located and smaller
option other than Cottonwood way up in the NE part of town. Tournaments would evolve, more and more people would find their way downtown, and
just like we've seen with Pickle Ball on the rise- so too would be the case for Bike Polo.

Providing outreach to underserved communities

stricter rules on homeless/drug users being allowed to stay

The park is still being crowded with the homeless. It is a beautiful park, but doesn't feel safe to bring my children.

There where feces, needles and a variety of transients whom believe or at least it appears its their home. It's unsanitary and unsafe to bring my family
to these locations currently.

Less people sleeping and panhandling around

Clutterd an messy from all the univiting now days. Not sure of best solution, part of a larger probelm in the community.

Would love to see weekend concerts, art events, street musicians at Acacia, etc...

Antlers needs a designation activity tied to Early Connections. Acacia would benefit from an events space, art, and better safety. Antler's should
accommodate urban activities supporting downtown businesses.

More events are always great but I also feel that these parks have great events! Maybe more concerts!

Less homeless people.

I think that the Antlers Park needs the most work. Not many people know that it is there.

Get rid of the yucky homeless population ruining Antlers Park. That place is sketch as hell. Needles and drugs. Yuck.

REMOVE THE HOBOS!

Please stop letting homeless live in these parks. I have had too many scary experiences being grabbed, followed, almost stepping on dirty needles, etc.

Get rid of the pavillion and build new sanitary restrooms in Antlers.

seating

Homeless people loitering is an issue in all.

Less homeless people

Get rid of the homeless population doing drugs and being drunk in the parks.

The homeless issue at Antlers is a real problem and makes it hard to enjoy that beautiful park. It a safety issue with needles in the grass.

Antlers is very unsafe; especially with a Child Nursery next door.
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"Judges good bye," Hines Atraides

Picnic Tables

The homeless population deters anyone from going there, lots of trash, not safe

Family friendly equipment

Greater use of Band Shell in Acacia

As a woman I struggle taking children to Acacia and Antlers especially due to the homeless population (I do not feel safe) and the cleanliness (I am
worried what we will find if we sit on the grass or the kids play in the sand).

remove the bums

We avoid Antlers Park completely due to the transients taking this public space over along with drug use. It would be great for this park to be fully
accessible to all citizens and safe for children and families to visit.

Dealing with the homeless population of Colorado Springs. More and more people are refusing to come downtown due to the lack of safety and
cleanliness that the homeless population imposes.

I work next to Antler's Park. There is frequently a TERRIBLE smell emanating from Antler's Park. I also don't feel safe walking through it.

Serious issues exist with the homeless population in Antlers Park, and to a lesser extent in Acacia Park.

I don't think I've ever been to Antlers Park, it is kind of hidden away.

Engaging the homeless in care and consideration of others in the parks. Messsge that vandalizing public property is unacceptable and trash needs to
be thrown away in a proper container

until we deal with the homeless and drug addicts...the parks are just a magnet for bad behavior and are killing the downtown businesses that are
moving away from the park areas.

I am uncomfortable going to Antlers Park because the homeless people have taken over all of the pavilions and paths and they are rendered usable to
park-goers.

honestly, for small downtown parks, Acacia and Alamo are pretty nice

Police protection from the drug addicts and homeless so that i feel safe taking my grandchildren there.

Too many homeless people in Antlers Park.

Less homeless.

Removing homeless.

The homeless are making it hard to enjoy the parks. There is no safety

less homeless people
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Other

more restrooms

Less homeless

Would be nice to have more nature features: pollinator garden, bird feeders, bird bath/bubbler, native plants garden, xeriscape demonstration garden,
rock garden, etc. Also, more bike racks, more seating - and unfortunately the homeless issue affect all of downtown, especially parks. I know that is a
huge issue and difficult to solve, but it does impact parks disproportionately. Acacia park has a very nice ampitheatre, but there are relatively few
concerts, it seems.

Extension thru the adjoining streets and parking. Survalance and security. Inclusion of the monument valley Rose garden in the study. Bike lockers ,
showers and changing rooms for downtown bike commuters.

Need policing of especially the Antlers and Acacia parks. They are not safe or clean. Too many homeless.

The homeless and drug users are the main deterrent

More trees, less homeless people

Remove Transient People

Acacia Park has a lot of homeless people hanging out in and around all the time, day and night, making it unsafe and undesirable to visitors.

area for roller sports. rink, ramps.

get rid of the hobos

Off leash Dog park

While I want everyone to have access, the homeless issue is the biggest problem.

Dance Pavillion

do something about all the homeless people on the benches, laying and sleeping in the parks

Unique cooling options for the summer - shade, misting water, etc.

Anywhere homeless gather, families won’t.

I have visited none of these parks because I am in fear to do so with all of the vagrant population that hovers around. Please get Colorado Springs
cleaned up of this nonsense.

Get the homeless out

The south west corner of Acacia and all of Antlers regularly is populated with homeless people. It creates discomfort for people with children. Some
are beggars and stand at entrances to the parks which discourages patrons from wanting to enter the parks.

The homeless community is absolutely out of control

Homeless
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Other

Large transient presence in Antlers and Acacia Parks

Restrict homeless from trashing these parks and sleeping at these parks

All of these parks have great potential, if it weren't for the homeless individuals who "day-camp" in each one of the listed parks. Too, it is very
unfortunate that Uncle Wilbur's water feature includes the homeless individuals "bathing" and/or "soaking" in the water, while the kids try to enjoy the
free water entertainment. Until the homeless individuals are fully extracted and banned from "hanging out" in the park, the parks, unfortunately, are
not a desirable place to bring one's family, especially children. Just my two-cents, though. My family and I truly enjoy the parks the Springs has to
offer, be we are very selective on the parks we visit.

Less fucking homeless

Clear out homeless

Remove the homeless

Too many homeless

Make Antlers Park a dog park. No one will visit there with all the homeless. If it's a dog park, at least it will be useful.

Alamo and Acacia could use updating to new uses. Antlers needs to be secured/activated to reduce illegal activity and homeless presence.

New uses that could bring more activities- especially to the underutilized spaces.

New and/or Updated Playground Equipment

find a way to make the park more family friendly, help move the homeless out of downtown business areas

This would be a great time for the city of Colorado Springs to add some more permanent sports (ideally, bicycle-related!) structures to this area. The
Colorado Springs Bike Polo club is looking for a permanent home near downtown that can attract future players and serve as a focal point for the
community to enjoy watching and participating in the sport. Right now we mostly play up at Cottonwood Creek park, and unfortunately it's not a very
friendly place to cycle to in order to play, so most players need to drive there to participate. Given the low cost of entry of bike polo, it tends to attract
people who may not have the means to get around town easily to play the sport. A central location like one of the downtown parks would be an
absolute asset to the club, and to the downtown area as a whole, fostering more diversity in the types of activities people can participate in within the
parks system. If we had a court downtown, we could easily share it with local hockey players as well!

no more homeless activity

Public safety, the aggressive homeless and panhandling.

You can’t address improving park space unless you tackle the issue of homelessness in the Springs. No matter how nice you make them, appeal and
safety will be inhibited by the stigma of homeless in these spaces.

Too much homeless hanging around! Most of them are high or trying to get high. I've seen drug deals

Get rid of the homeless who now own these parks.

Removal of homeless loitering

Too much trash and too many homeless.
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Other

ability to serve alcohol

It is disconcerting that these spaces have become homeless camps. It makes them uncomfortable for family use, or even for a quiet stroll.

support for the homeless community

Get rid of the homeless and their drugs from public spaces for the safety of all, especially our kids

gardens

Get rid of the bums

remove Loitering panhandlers/homeless

Would like there to be a "1st friday" block party type event every month. Live band. 2 food trucks. Face painting for kids.community party.

I do not want to vilify citizens who are homeless/transient, they have a right to use parks. But sometimes it does not feel safe to be in park and
sometimes garbage is left. Perhaps if there were more scheduled activites so a mix of people were present would alleviate this current appearance.
Also friendly police presence, would love to see beat cops on bikes or horses. This is less intimidating to everyone but creates sense of safety in a fun
way. City needs drop in centers for homeless people, places they can stay in daytime. There are social service agencies but parks and public libraries
become default areas for many. Clearly affordable housing with services is critical to addressing needs of our city, on many levels.

Resolve the homeless in Acacia

Safety

main thing is security, haven't been to the parks due to lack of security

Less homeless and more police presence, especially in Antlers Park

The homeless population, with their trash, waste and lack of safety for my family, make Antlers completely off limits, and Acacia questionable.

Prohibit smoking in these parks.

Large groups of people are living and sleeping as a group in Antlers Park. Many are doing the same at Acacia. College students at PPCC and the Early
Childhood facility surrounding Antlers should feel comforted by the park and welcome to use it, not concerned about safety from others living in the
park. Visitors and locals at Acacia, especially Palmer students, should feel welcome and safe visiting Acacia, but often are uncomfortable by those
napping or asking for money in the park.

I believe each of these has unique needs that would result in improvements.

I'd love to see more programing and things that draw people to these parks. They have such a reputation of being places for the homeless, but if there
are more events and activities and other people using the parks, they won't be such an attractive place for the homeless to spend their time.

More accessible parking

My answers really apply to Antlers only because I don't feel it is a safe space.

Unfortunately, the homeless population camping out in them makes just hanging out uncomfortable, especially if you have children.
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Other

Basketball courts (with lights)

remove the homeless

There’s so many homelessness and scared to take kids there in fear of needles and such

Story coffee is the best part of the parks! Small business/food truck events would be great options to utilize the space.

Rounding up the homeless and shipping them somewhere else

Get rid of the homeless who are destroying them!

Get rid of all the homeless.

Just stating a fact, its always filled with homeless people and I dont feel safe bringing my kids there

These three parks have become a gathering place for the homeless. You can't enjoy a lunch or other activity without being confronted by begging
from them. You used to be able to go and enjoy the parks without being concerned for your safety but not anymore.

That is a big list! Go for it.

Need to deal with the homeless who scare people from the parks and trash our beautiful public areas.

It’s hard to rate this in one question; these three parks have completely different pluses and minuses

I just dont feel like it's a good place to take your kids to play. It's more of a hangout place for homeless and kids to smoke drugs and drink

homeless camp needs to be cleaned out

Ban the homeless, migrants, druggies, and mentally ill from the parks...I tire of being asked for money when I come downtown,

Public Marijuana and other drug use laws need to be enforced more strictly, Police Presence needs to be greater, Colorado Springs Bands should be
booked and advertised for each weekend during the summer. Yuma does this with GREAT success and it would be a natural draw here as well bringing
people to downtown.

Update the play area

Kick out all the damn homeless people. It begins and ends with this. I don't feel safe bringing kids to Antler's Park. It's too secluded and too many
sketchy people hanging out down there.

Remove the dangerous, psychotic, drunk, and smelly bums and all the trash they bring. (Homeless are those who lost their home due to tornado, flood,
fire, etc. Bums are drunk, or mentally ill who want to hang around and harass and prey upon law abiding taxpayers)

I think the main reason people avoid these parks is all the homeless folks hanging out sleeping/panhandling/etc.

A covered picnic area would be nice for Acacia.

Dog parks
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8 - What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master plan design
of Alamo Square Park?

What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

No suggested changes

Historic

Imagination Celebrat

its good

Social Services

Place to learn

More activities

Desirable place to b

More activities

Increased seating

Meeting place

Shade playground

Something for kids

Educational

Community History

More entertainment

Safety

Family friendly

restful and events

Heritage

Keep the best
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Keep it the same

Same

Kind of boring

Modern

great

Keep Food Truck Tues

Active

Retaining history

Natural and historic

Maintain and Sustain

greater presence

Active gatherings

Historical

Leave it alone!

safe community space

lunch spot

Drug enforement

History CO Springs

keep food trucks

More Nature, trees

history

I dont know

history, connection

Wide variety
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Lively and Fun

More usable space

Keep as is

small play area

Nothing

A place for everyone

safety & cleanliness

No new taxes

Leave it alone

Clean

Historic

Better maintenance

safety

Leave it alone.

N/A

Art

insight

Historic preservatio

History walk

maintain history

Keep it as it is.

do no harm

Natural

car access/parking
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

I hope to go someday

Keep it nice!

Clean & no homeless

A safe place

Security

Good as is

Design is fine.

No developers

Better utilization o

Embrace its history

Safe and Clean

No need to spend

No significant chang

Preserve & improve

Peaceful

Maintainance

Art/history

Happening lunch spot

Keep for homeless

Forgotten gem

Leave it as it is

wheelchair accessabi

Community gathering

Successful
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Community hub

Good job!

More seating

It's already great

Safe and sanitary.

Optimistic

Perfect As Is

Keep it green.

natural environment

I’m unaffected

Clean

enhancements

Symbol of the City

Maintain and improve

More kid friendly

Maintain

Preservation

Information booth

Stop panhandling

Accessibility

outdoor socializing

mature trees

NO entertainment fac

leave it as is
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

More modern

history

A known park

More art.

Pull-up bar(s)

none

i like it how it is

Don't change much

Food Truck Tues

No change

Educational

Education preservati

less homeless

More art art art!!!!

Farmers markets

Would not be afraid

Flowers

Continunity of use

event signage

community activities

More Flowers

A place for lunch.

Never been

Historic and worth i
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Timelessly historic

Not much change.

More social

more seating

Playground

Inviting

Art, Food, Festivals

security

Family Friendly

Pop up events

Nature

More events

EXCITING EVENTS

More Art

Downtown hub

Keep nature

No homeless

Events

Keeping it beautiful

Don't care

N/a

To keep the history.

Refurbish

Engaging Open Space
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

historic

nature

More plants

Brg history to life

Hihstory

Safety

I dont know

It's good as is

extravagane

Name it Pioneer Park

A couple fountains

More food trucks

A place to relax

Historical

history

Pioneer park

ART!!!

No homeless

Interaction

More art

Continue

Events, Art, Social

More events security

art
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Maintained

Food trucks frequent

food trucks

safer in dark

Nature

Inviting

Inviting

Updating

Historical Impact

n/a

Food Trucks

more seating

Walk through history

Entertainment

Safe

A popular thing

Natural beauty

good for local birds

More history

More history rich

No more homeless.

Awareness

Throw out the bums!

Cultural Events
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

More usable

Continued momentum.

Continue greatness

No more homeless

Seating

Elegant

n/a

more art/gardens

lunchtime use

Focus:Pioneer Museum

n/a

history

More buzz about it.

Arts gathering space

parking

Local history

Environmentally safe

historic preservatio

events

history to life

Safe

More diverse

Leave it alone!

More benches
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

History

not familiar

More events

Pretty

Remove the homeless

Family events

Social center piece

Events

N/a

N/A

Where now?

Safety and Security

rock wall

More trees

Historical

parking

Control the homeless

Dunno

Eventful.

Nothing particular

Historical trail

More events

Green space

delete the homeless
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Keep it Green!

Safe and outdoors

More of the same

Art space

Community

Relaxing

Greenspace

development

Art.

more parking

Community Driven Eve

Community

comfort

Community gatherings

Events

Sunday concerts

Not sure

Vagrancy

Expansion

Better up keep

Uable to type more

Active

art space

Maintain history
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Keep it up

Showcase of History

Events

Community

No ideas....

Keep it nice

More events

Increased sitting

Welcoming, beautiful

More Events

design

Parks are for nature

Grand

Camp free

more versitility

More music

keep it the same

WELCOMING

Less panhandling

Another great park!

Not sure

I think it’s perfect

better parking

Current usage
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Keep it as is.

Keep it clean

Historic

Social gathering

Updating

heritage

Restrooms!!!

Creativity

it's nice

clean it up

keep up the good wor

Community

Keep clean

Keep bums out.

History

Seating in the shade

Better amenities.

More seating

More family friendly

More events. Clean.

Maintenance

Clean

More events

Safer
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Protected bike paths

More shaded areas

Preserve it

N/A

Historical

Continue with events

Safety

More shade

Increased ambiance

Maintain the past

interactive

Attractive

Green space

Not sure

Gardens and pathways

More history

Maintain current

Classic/ Heritage

Higher use/ draw ppl

.?

Free of vagrants

Clean, natural,secur

Contribute to museum

Saftey
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

No changes needed

History

illegal land swaps

To many people

Historic

get rid of homeless

keep history alive!

same size and free

Safety

More trees

DO NOT trade it away

Heritage

clean & orderly

Art

Maintain history

Historic

Excluded

Natural

Meet up/relaxation

Host outdoor events

unknow n

Keep it historical

Community

Continued events
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Natural beauty

Less homeless

Showcase architectur

green space

More events no

More activitea

no more homeless

Gathering place

Safety

Safety

Keep History Intact

Not sure

Green and safe

Continue the events.

Clean up and restore

Social Gatherings

update more art

Work and break space

I think I need more

Markets

Sense of history

A sit-able place

Perfect as is

Seating
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

more programming

uh

It's good.

Interactive art spac

More shade

Historical gathering

More Events

Areas to relax

Security no vagrants

Neutral

Ok for good folks

Clean restrooma

embracing history

Art

Water Feature

Eliminate homeless

activity

history

Honor the integrity

Simple upkeep.

Entertainment

Vibrant

A crown jewel!

Community events
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Relax in the city

Events & activities

gazebo not 4 homeles

cleaner restrooms

Historic aspect

Increase visitors

I like it as it is.

family-friendly

upgraded

Emphasis on history

no change

Include diverse hist

More events

never been

Historical

build on what works

more entertainment

Historic event space

nothing

unknown

Place to relax

Welcoming

Great for what it is

Sustainability
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Continue vitality

I love it as it is!

Don't know

culture

Historical landmark

n/a

More events/security

enforce laws

more play structures

focus on history

Maintaining history

Keep it up!

Promote history!

Love it like it is

History

Indifferent

History

Staying current

Urban connection

Splash pad

On track

More events maybe?

Better east side

Matching history
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

History

Special Activities

Gathering

Continue good work

Stay same

Keep historic vibe

More play space

History and art

Safe/helps downtown

History

kept simple & clean

Keep clean and nice.

Keep it safe

Vibrant green space

Gardens!

more events and art

Keep history alive

n/a

More shade and bench

History

Entertainment

Preserve its history

farmers market

safety
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Historic

Social activities

Stays the same

welcomes all

Economic Stimulus

More concerts

None

art

I think it is good

More events in area.

art work

food trucks

Keep it clean!

Historical events

Activities

No Changer

Business Community

None

Resilience

Matain the history

Historic Space

convinience/fun

more plants

no bums
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Water Fountain

Keep historic

Flowers

gathering place

Maintain history

more sculptures

building on history

Food trucks/festival

Homeless-free

modernize it

Timelessness

Historical focus

Clean

More events

More Seating

User Friendly

Keep it as is!

Nevada Ave entrance

Integrated

safe &drug free

Maintain

beauty

recognized as a park

Upgrade outdoor area
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

minor improvements

town center

More public events

Norwoodfixnorth end

Community space

Preservation

Community use

Entertainment

Seating

Catalyzing Force

Art and seating

More Activation

Change little

more rotating art

More activities

Safety is important

add restrooms.

shade and benches

I like this park

no changes

Continued excellence

Excited

no big change.

keep it up
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

restrooms

preserve the trees

More history

historical signs

Continuity

Events & Art

Stately

Open

History

Gathering Place

quality materials

Historic Focus

Make family friendly

Keep nature.

Historical place

farmers market

events

Museum

Free of vagrants

more trees

futuristic

green space

Family friendly

I enjoy it as is
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Food Trucks

No homeless loiterin

Tranquil & historic

Expansion

Inviting

Safe surroundings

anti--vagrant

Cleaner

Safe for all

More historical acti

Intentional design

History

Safer

More active history

usable

Not a park

Quiet in the city

“Bum-free”

engaging

food trucks,

community

Clean

Better

Great space
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Love it Already!

Artsy

Community Hub

Improve and activate

Perfect

lunch gathering

Back to square one

well done

History, beauty

History

nice

keep it historic

Relaxation

More welcoming

historical focus

More events

I like what's there

Beauty

Leave it

Status quo

Historical

Spotlight

Outdoor area for kid

Idk
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

More appealing

No more homeless

Playground

Educational

history and social

Historical center

Update look/feel

Inviting

Maintain whats there

Interpretation

No comment

Kid friendly

better

More events

Fun, safe and warm

family friendly

Farmers markets

Engagement

Play area

integration

Safety

keep it the same

food trucks

Get rid of it
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

History & Fun

Historical relevance

Cigarette Butt Trash

More free parking.

Family first

More engaging

farmers mkt/food trk

N/a

Entertainment,Nature

None.

Play structure,shade

openness

Meeting place.

Cultural Center

Stay the course.

Events

better utilization

More color

No more food vendors

art

maintain

More activities

Less homeless people

inside-out museum
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Clean

Beautiful and active

preserve

Safety and security.

Natural

N/A

Interactive

food trucks!

Pokemon

food and markets

Excited

Events

Relax

social activities

Removal of pyramid.

Creative

N/A

Unknown

?

Safety

Historical gem

More events, no gras

More trees

Farmers market
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Celebrate history

Preserve it!

Play up the history

Tranquil.

community gathering

Community & Nature

Needs only tweaks

Artistic history

More amenities

Perfect

Basketball courts

homeless free

Beautiful as is!

More fun

Better natural areas

Safe and clean

more events

Keep the buildling!

Leave it as is

safety

Already great

Greenery

Food trucks!

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

social events

Get rid of homeless

No more homeless

more history

Keep the history!

fun

more water features

None - Haven't been

remove homeless

More activities

Social Hub

Don't touch it

Become a destination

Historic

No government

Bike polo/hockey

It’s already perfect

Happy

community

More trees

Historic

community

More seating

No Homeless & Drugs
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Maintain

historic

As is is great!

Cleaner

Eliminate

play ground

Lunch break

reflect csprings

Historic

More shade.

Social

Social gatherings

Seating

Experiencing history

Maintain

no homeless

This is a park?

education

History

local vendor

Remove homeless

No need to spend.

Comfortable shade

More to do
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Steep in history

Clean and relaxing

keep it user friendl

Sustainably inviting

Seating for events.

Active

Tie to history

It's beautiful now

n/a

Freshen up

Interactive

More public events

keep the history

Safety & cleanliness

Nature

Fun

Public restrooms

Clean crime free

More benches

Safety, no vagrants.

more seating

Keep as is

Bike, etc. gone

Maintain
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10 - What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master plan
design of Acacia Park?

What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Safe and clean

Modern

Stage sound system

Safe & Inviting

replace ugly art

Improve Comfort

Place to relax

More activities

Lovely

N/A

Increased seating

Kick out nasty hobos

Ping pong tables

Something for kids

Safe

Entertainment

Cleanup

Safety

Keep kid friendly

Expansion

FUN activities
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Family

Update

More security

Same

More events

Center of downtown

ok

Fewer Homeless

Safer

Vibrant and safe

Safe and events

Vibrant heart

better cleanliness

Festive city center

Lively

Security

safe play space

Safer, cleaner

hub

Clean up a bit more.

Drug enforement

Downtown Anchor

more fam activities

Keep clean,trees
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Social

Safety/No Homeless

community all ages

Expand

Lots of Activities

Affordable rental

Safety.

safe and clean

A place for everyone

safety & cleanliness

No new taxes

Clean it up

more security

Removal of homeless

Clean

Recreation

Better security

safety

Stop panhandlers.

Safe

Ice rink slab

recreation

Green space

more social events
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

clean and safe

nothing

do no harm

Clean it up+plants

Car access/parking

Underutilized

Keep it fun

Clean & no homeless

Remove the homeless

A safe place

Security

Family, not homeless

More events

Uncle Wilbur fountai

More entertainment

Close it

No Homeless

Homeless free

Less Homeless

no need to spend

Beter security

Modernize & use it

Safer

Improve safety
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Cleaner

Family fun

Live music

Keep it the same

wheelchair accessabi

Family friendly

Improvement

Revitalize

Awesome, but...

Activation

Seating

Safe and sanitary.

Events

Needs work

Healthy trees

Keep it green.

less homeless

I’m unaffected

Renovate

Safe

improved safety

Activity Center

Maintain and improve

Splash area back
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Update

Security

security

Get out the druggies

Accessibility

outdoor relaxing

more trees, flowers

NO ENTERTAINMENT

leave it as is

Creativity

Safety

play (kid & adult)

Vibrant, safe

parking

Pull-up bar(s)

no homeless people

less homeless

Family Friendly

More activities

Homeless gone

No homeless

City meets nature

Education preservati

less homeless
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

More benches and art

More events

Would not be afraid

more music

Multiple uses

seating/ art

remove panhandlers

Cleaner

A place to play

Safety and security

About time

Fun family friends

No homeless/trash.

More art activities

better bathrooms

Safety

clean

Art, Food, Festivals

Free of vagrants

shuffleboard in park

Safe,Family Friendly

Entertainment/beauty

community and safety

Walking
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Less shady people

FUN AND RELAXING

Safer Feeling Park

Playful engagement

Keep nature

Less homeless people

night life

No homeless

Cleanliness

Keep it accessible

Don't care

N/a

Clean it up

Safe and welcoming

Refurbish

Our City Forest

Safe

fun

Shuffleboard public?

Safe in whole park

Food

Safety

more green

Family friendly
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Less crime

nicely situated

More seating

Less bums

Working fountain

More art, make safe

Safe and clean

water feature stays!

safety

keep as is!

Uncle Wilber park❤

More COMFORT

No homeless

Safe

Safer

Continue

Gathering Space

Bathrooms

art

Cleaner

Food truck frequency

food trucks

bathrooms & security

Nature
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Attractive

Inviting

Safety

Safety and Entertain

Safe

Food Trucks

more seating

family fun

Modern

Open space

safety

good for local birds

More Recreation

No more homeless.

Update

Throw out the bums!

Entertainment

Safer, cleaner

More food.

Fun

Same as above

fewer bums

Safe

continual cleaning
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

new look/bathrooms

more events, safer

More events

reduced homelessness

family

Shade spots

Lush social hub

Modern stage area

Added wildlife

City hub

fewer homeless

cleanliness

Clean

More diverse

Make it safer!

More security

Rid drugs

more plants

Updated play ground

Safe

Remove the homeless

Family events

The place to be

Less homeless
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

N/a

More shade

Free of vagrancy

dog park

Fun and relaxing

Safety Upkeep

A cleaner atmosphere

family friendly

Ooen to all

parking

Complete renovation.

Control the homeless

Simple

Family-Fun.

Friendlier for kids

Teen Activities

More safety features

Better playground

Family friendly

delete the homeless

Keep it Green!

safe entertain venue

Less homeless

hang out space
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Clean and welcoming

Everyone

Clean it up

Diversity

safety

No homeless.

activate theater

More events

Kid friendly

Bustling and open

Security and safety

Events and safety

Music

Not sure

Vagrancy

Make it more family

broken. Too bad.

Welcoming and safe

Less homeless.

clean and fun

Safety

Stqys the same

Safety/cleanliness

Active Daily
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Clean

Community

music, farmer market

Safety & cleanliness

Update it a bit

Police it

Safer

Available for all

More Events

Entertainment

All are welcome

Focus Feature

Drug free

safety/ homeless

No panhandlers near

more events

Welcoming

Less bumfights

Bring your kids!

Love it!

like it as is

Slight improvement

Safer and cleaner

Events
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Less homeless

Colorado Springs

Homeless ban

Safety

relax and shade

Restrooms!!!

Safer

Needs more to do

Concerts and events

less transients

monitor cleanup

Clean it

classic

Events

Clean up the filth

Keep bums out.

History

Safe and comfortable

Clean and Safe

Concerts

More seating

Update playground

Free of homeless peo

Family friendly
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Gather

Little Change

Fewer homeless

Safer

Protected bike paths

Less homeless

No Smoking

Up and coming

more security

Accessibility for al

Safety

More seating

Clean up the Park

Updated areas

make it welcoming

interactive

Attractive

Safety

Homeless problem

Beautiful landscape

Less homeless

A downtown gem

Less homeless

Keep cleaner
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Classic/ Heritage

Community

Safety and security

Updated

Free of vagrants

Secure safe

Safety

Saftey

safety

Community gatherings

Special events

Music

RIP Strawberry Field

To many people

Historic

no homeless

putt putt golf!!!

same size & free

Safety

Less homeless

Clean, usable park

Inclusive

DO NOT trade it away

Jewel
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

activity hub

No sleeping in tents

Clear out homeless

Central

Excluded

Natrual

Safe/clean/inviting

Need safety

Less homeless

Upkeep

Make it safer

Community

What visitors see

Natural beauty

Less homeless

Safer

Attractive

Cleanup

Less homeless

no more homeless

special events

Kid-friendly

Safety

Family Friendly
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Open to the public

Pickleball

Revitalize

Safety and clean up

Cleaner

Thriving attraction

clean it up

Events and safety.

Improved safety

o convey my ideas!

Clean natural beauty

Events

Active program space

Maintain the heart

Heart of downtown

Cleanliness

Safe for families

enlivened

Keep the hub open

I sure hope it does

No homeless.

Revitalized

Fewer homeless

Social Play
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

permanent ice rink

Eliminate Vagrants

More engagement

No Vagrants

Remove Homeless

Less drugs and crack

Playground

a safe park for all

Gather

Like the way it is

Eliminate homeless

Safety, cleanliness

events

More shows

new performance spac

safe

Upkeep/fewer vagrant

Social

That it's safe

Center of Activity

City's heart

Cleaner and safer

Fun, social, safe

Clean & safe
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

less homeless

adequate parking

Safety

City center

Updated

Less homeless

Safe and drug-free.

Safer

fun

more community activ

upgraded

Child recreation

more sitting space

more events

More events, cleaner

inviting

Safe

remove vagrants

Security

community hub

safety

Entertainment

full of activities

Fun & active
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Permanent rink?

Consistency

Expand vitality

More "stuff" there

More security

Interactive Art/Play

clean nice restrooms

Town center

n/a

More events/security

clean it up

more security/safety

art for all

Community gathering

There is a future

Social Space

Safety & activities

City Square

Amazing opportunity

Events

Staying current

Clean

event space

Safe playground
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

continue concept

Safer

Modern, fam friendly

Less homeless

Downtown Hub

Lifeblood

More activities

Continue ice skating

Activities

Fewer homeless

Cleaner safer

^pedestrian friendly

More seating space

Investment

Safe/helps downtown

Events

cleanliness

Keep as is.

Make it safe

Center of downtown

Safety and security

clean restrooms

Refresh

cleaner with activit
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Cleanliness

Install new benches

Center of town

Expanded activities

Family friendly

Increase safety

Outdoor Concerts

safety

Family-friendly

Social Activities

Clean, not scary

safe, welcoming

Place to have Fun

Better integration

Safer feeling

Better

safe

It is good

No homeless

workout park

Remove the vagrants!

Social/art

Gathering spot

Safer, cleaner
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Family Recreation

green grass for O2

Picnic tables

clean and safe

Play more!

Live music

A Place for Families

all previous

no drugs

no bums

Bigger playground

Make it relevant

Safer

cultural hub

keep improving

Central hub

more security

Clean and interactiv

Entertainment

family fun

Festivals

Homeless-free

make more cohesive

watch homeless, even
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Uniquely C Springs

Engaging environment

Community Events

Lively

Fewer homeless

Natural & Dignified

Maintenance

Special events

safe & vagrant free

no vagrants

More security

more seating

jewel of downtown

Seating space

Live Events

need to feel safe

play/entertainment

More public events

less bum friendly

Less homeless

Support homelessness

Don't change it much

More social

Activities
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Cleaner

Better Upkeep

Security and Clean

Events! Alcohol!!!

good to better

less homeless

Continued event

More activities

Safety is important

security

shade and benches

Better playground

increased safety

Continued Activities

Happiness

safe for kids

clean it up

paths

keep it clean

Less drug taking

vagrant, drug free

Modern

Events & Art

Young activity crowd
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

less homeless

Center piece

Same as Today

Less fussiness

COntiue events

less homeless

Make it safe

Safe and clean

family activities

Hub for city

a ton of potential!

Free of vagrants

less homeless

futuristic

green space/quiet

Family friendly

More active

Entertainment

Vibrant and safe

Kids activities

Fun

Safe surroundings

anti-vagrant

Cleaner
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Safe for all

Dancing in the dome.

Upkeep

Safety

Less trash at night

Safer

repurpose shufflebrd

usable

More open space

Vibrant

“Bum-free”

Community

fountain, kids.

heritage community

Clean

Okay

Active

Tiny bit cleaner

Family and security

Safe, Active, Fun

Families

Create order

Family

family
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

homeless shelter

Full of life

Entertainment

Cleaner

Keep it historic

Remove the homeless

More kid friendly

Cleaner.

Less junky

more events

Cleaner

No homeless people

Get the homeless out

make a destination

New playground

Accountability

More seating areas

Less homeless

clean, safe,

Safety

No more homeless

Clean up homeless

Events focused

programming
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Town green

Improve Ice Rink

“Stars Hollow”

Keep Wilbur!

Revitalized design

Rid of homeless

Cleaner

reimagine

Safe family place

Playground equipment

More events

Fun, safe and warm

family friendly

Downtown play

Art

Programmed

Safety

usefulness

Safety

More kid-friendly

Festivals

Good enough

Entertainment dest

Reduce vagrancy
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Safety

parking and safety

Family first

Safe and fun

Entertainment

Safe environment

art, nature, enterta

Hopeless

Move playground

Fun, family friendly

COS Heart & Soul

better events

stay the course

Inviting

cleaner, more secure

Farmers Market

families and events

love acacia

More color

More family friendly

Increased events

multifunctional

activate

More food events.
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

No Homeless

Community

family-friendly

Clean

Safe

preserve

Safety and security.

IDK

More safe

Interactive

Cleaner!

Cleaner, safer

Community celebratio

Movies and music

Glad

No Vagrants

Relax

less vagrancy

Remove fountain.

Homeless issues

Family friendly

Safety

&lt; homeless, &gt;events

Safety
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Welcoming space

Less grass

Safety

Youth friendly

Not sure

Activities

Oldsters on benches

Vibrant

families and culture

Community & Nature

more events

Better facilities

green artful space

get the homeless out

Safety

Basketball courts

homeless free

homeless problem

Revitalization

Opportunity to relax

Safe and clean

Make it safe

improved playground

Safety
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

More concerts

Concrete slab for ic

safety/secure

Entertaining

Already great

Free of addicts

Fun in the Sun

Safety

TIE TO SURROUNDINGS

heart of downtown

Clean/ freshen up

Get rid of homeless

Security, cleanlines

No more homeless

More botanical featu

family friendly

night life

More seating areas

Art and Events

remove homeless

More of the same

Cool Architecture

Permanent ice rink

Roller/Ice Rink perm
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Vibrant

No government.

Bike polo/hockey

Shade & seating

Needs help

events

Safe at night

Safer

Vibrant

beauty

Safety

No Homeless & Drugs

Improve safety

best park in town

Clean and safe

Events

Make is safer

Armed Security

Updated, safer

Central park

Improved history

Safe

Cleaner.

Relax
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

More Music!!

Activities

Fewer bums

Heart of Downtown

Update and security

no homeless

No more bums/homeles

fun recreation

Fun

Concerts with drinks

Clean it

No need to spend

Security for all

Safer

family friendly

clean & relaxing

keep it clean

Safe and friendly

Safe large restrooms

Renewed

Need security

Less chaos

Less homeless

Freshen up
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What word or short phrase best describes your hope for the future master pl...

Art

Safety

No change needed

Stop homeless

Pavilion

Special events, fun

Public restrooms

Make a parking lot

Dog park

Police patrol

Safety, no vagrants.

more seating

Security

More police

Safety

Central Park

safety

Events

More events, social

art

central city park

More places to sit

Updated recreation

Manage crowding
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14b - What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

work out courses for all ages

Improved Band Shell, Music-Drama

hammocks for hourly rental, art displays

N/A

Sustain grass and trees and perhaps add a spongy surface for outdoor yoga say.

Bicycle Advocacy/Incentive

A swimming pool. We should have one

Ones requiring minimal upkeep.

interactive sculptures / art; glow in the dark pathways

These may not be features, but I envision a unifying theme for these three parks that help link them together in people's minds, so they know that each
park's unique flavor connects with a larger unifying theme. AND that these three parks connect thematically with Memorial, ATBP, MVP, and Legacy
Loops - seeing the thread that binds them together will encourage people to visit/use more than one

Renewable energy, more edible demonstration gardens/trees

Gazebo or gathering place for community events

There are features above that might be appropriate in one park, but not all three. Would have preferred to have three, seperate options for comments
instead of one size fits all.

food truck events

Better signage and education/historical markers

corn hole

Natural Playground area

For Acacia - Relocate the playground to the current fenced in area and make it larger and area active. Move the 'games' in the fenced in area out (they
are rarely used because of their location and poor maintenance. Keep the ice rink area year-round. Ice rink in the winter, roller skating in the
summer/spring. Create better bathrooms in the fenced in area that are managed by the person who sits there now just handing our brochures.

small gardening plots

higher security
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

flyable drone course

These are downtown parks. Leave the "creating excitement" function to the private business who focus on that. The parks in a downtown area should
focus on green space, relaxation and filling some basic community needs such as dog walking, small playground for children and social activities. Also,
a forum for the arts.

Nothing that requires new taxes

Handi-capable playground features. Check out The Gathering Place in Tulsa, OK for inspiration

Concerts

None

place for truck vendors, child safe bathrooms, lots of seating

The features which are there are fine. Don't mess with success.

Nothing

running track (small)

Just keep it clean to comfortably throw a picnic blanket on the lawn

Very little of that crap above, open space with nice trees and grass and places to sit, a few fountains that’s it

Water features (fountains) are attractive, but of course require maintenance and use water.

Water features are always wonderful

Things that also allow relaxation and don’t disregard the disabled

Safe hobo free place to read it bring your kids

None

Community gardens (growing both flowers and food)

Bike pump track, a few disc golf baskets in Antlers

live music

Less bums.

Concerts

clean restrooms
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

mountain bike - pump track, giant ferris wheel for mountain viewing,roller coaster

Water fountains

Splash pads

Depends on location. Each are independent and should be unique to the space it inhabits.

Bike/Scooter Rental

info booth

I love all of them.

None

Musical piece, art

keep Uncle Wilbur, enhance playground at Acacia

Shouldn't parks also be restful and pleasant? Can there be an outdoor space where we can simply enjoy nature and not be hounded by people and dog
parks, please?

none

need more dog areas, anything for dogs

n/a

Spray park in summer

I would love to see more art art, and more art. Sculptures, murals, interactive installations, mosaics, metal work, LOCAL ARTISTS!!! :) thank you!!

More safety

Steady musical performance schedule through all seasons.

Farmers Market

Picnic Pavilions in Antlers and Acacia

Water or little river features to play in.

n/a

Fountains, ART, Food Trucks, Music and Dance

more security, utilize visitor hub, shuffleboard, seniors welcome.
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Splash Pad

Water features and outdoor stage

More drinking fountains and trashcans

MORE TRASH CANS

Artificial structures are an eye sore, as long as there are more tress, plants and flowers then there are structures, then any of the top ideas are ok.

bike racks and/or bike share, increased security patrol, recycling options

Well maintained paths that wind around, through the park.

Striper Poles

More games. Excersize stations

Maintenance.

better seating

Gazebo

Fountains

Holiday themed active features

A pond

Ampliphthearter for bands and a place to sit mini , Gardens walk through ,

Less homeless people

More food trucks

IMPROVED SAFETY and CLEANLINESS

little outdoor theater-type setting with simple 'natural' seating in Antler's park (PPCC could use it occasionally for some of their classes!)

Weekend art events/farmers markets/social gatherings like outdoor music

Food trucks

all resident friendly, not just business or individual

None
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Increased visible security, although there seems to be little crime in these areas.

Safety features.

Cater for more people to experience the parks. Not once living off dublin have I thought of going to a park to do things or just hang out.

water design

Movies in thé park in the summer

None

good for local birds

Bumless!

More visibility so it's safer

No more used needles all I’ve the ground would be great.

More attractive, artsy, benches and chairs

a place for live music

More places to sit.

Any where all people can enjoy and things that can not be taken that people steal from the park so that other can not enjoy.

Move the homeless out so families can enjoy them in peace!

Organozed sports such as Ultimate Frisbee

Yoga, bootcamp equipment

Yoga space

Interactive water features

RIVER WALK!

A wall around the corners at the main intersections to block wind, accidents proceeding into crowds, and a safe space for possible active shooter
incidents

bigger splash pad

Dunno

Projector Screen's for community outdoor movies!
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Study tables and areas in the Antlers

Tables, seating

Outdoor workout space

Skating is fun

Interactive art.

concession hookups and support, electricity water etc. would love to see outdoor screenings, plays, concerts

Water features that the kids can play in or calming water features like coy ponds

Antlers could be a relaxing place to read or study, get a coffee, newspaper, affordable lunch (if there were better shops at the old rr station] without a
bunch of dogs and play equipment. Acacia needs more weekend attractions like music, way better farmers market, art, local talent etc. to bring it to
life.

Water fountain

Bright Night lights!

Outdoor working spaces, nighttime movie screening areas, outdoor auditorium/lecture areas (especially for Alamo Square Park)

Lots of great ideas

DEFINITELY a dog park!!!!!

Concerts, Shakespeare in the Park, PrideFest

shade

Water features

Open the police substation again.

more water features

axe throwing

Family Stuff.. thing people would bring their children too do!

Updated musical stage (Acacia Park) for concerts.

please prioritize people over dogs - less pets, more people

Splash parks
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

fewer needles and less harrassment, dangerous for kids

None

Want to play games

Safe bike path between all parks. Amphitheater.

not sure

outdoor music instruments

Not sure

Water features

More benches & trash receptacles

Keep it as natural and peaceful as possible- once lost, you cant go back.

Security guards

The more interaction you give them the more the bothersome homeless will want to go somewhere else

simple design. especially Acacia is too crowded (both stuff and people)

Built in amphitheater for free concerts or setting infrastructure for music festivals downtown.

Not a horse barn that's for sure.

getting rid of the homeless

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

Lightly challenging walking paths

water fountains

NO DOG PARKS! I already stopped visitng Garden of the Gods and Red Rocks because they always smell like dog poop since a lot of owners don't
clean up after their pets!

None

Restrooms

Fountains for drinking, not for cooling off

Weekly or bi-weekly communal classes
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Lighting design

Interactive fountains

In case there’s no space later: it’s Uncle WILBER, not Uncle Wilbur, fountain.

Allowing food truck/cart vendors

Remove the shuffleboard courts and replace with pickle ball courts.

I would love to see small concerts/plays

Something like what Castle Rock has done with ropes course and shared revenue model

Public WiFi. Additional benches and seating conducive to doing work. A larger embrace of Olympic City USA with interactive exhibits and a large
temporary video board that can be used to broadcast major events (Olympics/Paralympics, World Cups, Championships). Use this to create event
experiences centered around sports to increase traffic and business to restaurants surrounding these parks.

More permanent food and beverage vendors, programmed performance spaces (stages), food truck lots

Walking paths

Music

Playground that ties into nature and environment and make sure parks are age friendly for older adults

The Hub at Acacia park is great when it's open. Keep open thru September at least.

In regard to the above options, the modular playground example you use is outdated and with less ROI for children in terms of play value. A design that
mixes interactive art and a playground can be found at the playground next to Bilbao in Spain. The company, Kompan, makes very innovative
playground equipment including parkour equipment: https://www.kompan.es/museo-guggenheim-bilbao-espana

Coffee shops with outdoor seating

Area to promote gathering. Picnic area. Any playgrounds should be inclusive by design rather than necessity.

If you put these things in the park, they get thrashed. Just leave it an open grass & shaded area. There are enough playgrounds. Not all of us have kids

Police presence less human waste

Water features for summer months

Nice play area for kids. Benches and/or picnic tables.

Security officers to keep the vagrants from taking over and harrasing the children

water feature

No children play spots in Alamo Park, please.
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Chess tables

Woah - pretty much none of that nonsense. Keep it natural, please!!!!!

Barefoot course for mobilizing/strengthening feet

More edible gardens, love the one by Pioneers Museum

Designs on the sidewalk to make walking more active and fun. Hopscotch, ladders, paw prints of different animals, etc.

none

Seasonal Farmer's Market

Better splash park

Why did you say all parks instead of selecting which park these activities would be best at? Some of these ideas are awesome but not for all three
parks?

Water Fountains

ADA compliant play areas

make these places nice for picnics, also beach volleyball courts would be a good addition

events, concerts

rest rooms that are actually accessible and not locked because people destroy them

A covered area with seating would balance active features.

Bike Polo/Roller Hockey

Outreach for community members who use our parks and need assistance

Movie in the park once a month. This could involve local venders, activities for children and a movie at the end

Disc Golf

Police officers to enforce current laws prohibiting public urination, intoxication, and camping.

high quality sculptures

Community use space (festivals/farmer markets, etc)

We should look into bringing a rent-a-scooter company to COS downtown...much like Knoxville, TN uses (kind of like the bikes, but easier to use and
place around the town)!!
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Accommodation of diverse active age group activities

clean open restrooms

I can’t think of any, many of those were amazing!

Multi Functional workout stations, sidewalk games/activities/dance steps, splash pads

Good upkeep of these. Pull weeds, water and mow the lawn, security, maintenance, etc.

Near by beer garden.

Improved pathways (not cracked and crumbling sidewalks)

I LOVE Boston Common Frog Pond - our homeless environment is much different though from Boston and although summer and winter activities
would be amazing, misuse could ruin it for everyone. More for pets, easier pedestrian access (shut down some streets during specific times like major
cities have successfully done). Get the restrooms up to quality standards and keep them clean and ventilated. Where there aren't restrooms - build
them!

The coffee shop is expensive and the coffee is not that good. Something need to be done about the playground, update and bring it to ground level.
Get more restrooms and leave them open, use the building on the north side of the park for the ice rink and take down the fence, put concessions and
rest room in it. Fix the stage

Interactive fountain(s)

Get rid of the pavillion at Antlers.

Meditation area?

Stage for performances

Splash pad

music garden, labyrinth/maze, bike loop, safe bicycling to and from each location, live music

sculptures

More police present to chase out the drunks, druggies, and panhandlers.

Fountain

Small skateboard park for Antlers or Acacia (see what downtown Chicago did), regular music venue (Antlers), arts venue (Alamo), food trucks (Alamo),
family-friendly activities (Acacia)

good one deserves my postponement :)

workout stations along side walks. Aka pull up bars, rope climbing, ie. Memorial Park

A place to feel safe and let the kids run and play freely in natural areas (not man made everything!)
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

flower garden

Covered Parks for Shade

Interactive water features. Fountains, spray pad, etc.

A seasonal water feature for kids

Ampitheater

Anything that keeps families coming to parks and discourages transients and drug use.

Consistently patrolled to reduce homeless population setting up shop in each park.

idk

water features

Botanical garden in Antlers park

The items I selected would be good uses for Antler's Park. I think the other 2 parks are utilized fairly well.

Interactive educational exhibits

Small community concerts, plays, other performing arts

Nothing. Don't add anything to Acacia Park.

Water fountains

Antlers Park would make an outstanding venue for outdoor concerts

Restrooms, drinking fountain and relaxed seating

history program, outdoor classes workshops

More public art / sculpture gardens

maybe a small workout place with chin bars and steps and how to use them (low maintenance)

Working bathrooms, well lighted

Art and food trucks

Water features?

fitness walking course around perimeter of Acacia or Antlers
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Picnic Stations

activities for all ages

portland loo restroom

large scale art installation

Interactive sculptures

Ecological educational features: xeriscape demonstration garden, pollinator garden, labels on native plants/trees,feerder bird watch station.

none! More greenspace is needed downtown, not more family activities.

benches in shade

Nature inspired play grounds. Play structures made out of recycled materials. Water refill stations for water bottles. Sustainable/environmentally
friendly options.

Live music in the evenings, on lunch hours, movies in the park, magicians, a Cirque de Solai experience

Simple fun activity

Electric scooter dock and re-charge stations. We need to create faster mobility between parks and some may hate them, but scooters (when
managed correctly) are THE most efficient and fun way to move people through a city.

Safety patrols

As much as I LOVE the dog park ideas, people suck about cleaning up after pets, and I'd rather have a place I or my kid could walk around and not
have to worry about stepping in poo.

Conservation and recycling awareness stations, look into Spokane, WA’s suction goat and other waste disposal interactions.

restrooms that are well maintained and not homeless shelters

Backflip course, archery field, hot air balloon

More music and more arts and crafts festivals

No play features at Alamo.

None of this matters if people won’t go to the park because of heavy drug use and homelessness. It’s unacceptable at this point.

Water features

Community gardens

Playground for seniors, it’s a new thing.
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

More nature, trees, plants

More restrooms and drinking fountains. Drinking fountains that allow you to refill water bottles.

Disc Golf

pickleball, music events, olympic related events

The water features are great fun children. I know it is somewhat costly to maintain and repair such features, however, the children (and parents) love
free water entertainment!

Live music

Spikes on ground or baby shark on loop to deter homeless

Mix of activities for toddlers and older children, and things geared toward keeping Seniors active.

No more homeless

outdoor gym

Seasonal all age events like summer movies & concerts, a fall festival...creative & interactive spaces for people to enjoy.

Music opportunities.

None

Water features for play

Love Uncle Wilbur...the more water features for kids, the better

Nature based playground

Outdoor Dining

multi use gathering spaces

Leave it alone

With current state of unserveved homeless, maybe an emergency phone would be a good idea.

Fountains

concert/stage area

Remove the homless
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

Splash pad at Antlers. Greater security, clean restrooms with diaper changing tables, ample shade available, clean drinking fountains, flood lights as
soon as it starts to get dark

Interactive Fountain or Dancing Fountains at Alamo

Water fountains

Swings

Dog park, area for small dogs.

No Homeless with carts

Alternative energy generation through ruggedized dynamo stationary bikes; "pioneer-era" art/climbables/pioneer "log cabin" in Alamo park; senior
exercise equipment; a trail around the perimeter of the park that is both a "fence" for the park and a hilly trail for running or walking.

Bike stunt park

Holding movies, more bands, at acacia bandshell. More security at acacia and antlers park so everyone feels safer. Expanding the edible
options/gardens at Alamo park. I think in adult-oriented parkour course at antlers would be helpful for getting more people to use that Park besides
the people who are living in it.

Would like to have park with dog free areas. Not everyone a dog person

Comfortable seating

none

Either a locomotive or trolley fm yesterday, allowing children and adults to board them. Having a story teller speak about there roll here in Colorado
springs, etc...

outdoor movie screen - Acacia park - like in Philadelphia

Maintained restrooms

I'd love to see Antlers turned into a beautiful native garden with sculptures and things that complement the view of Pikes Peak. Acacia should be
transformed into one of the city's top destinations. We should add more water features, as we need more ways to cool off in the summer. We should
update the stage and work to have more live performances. Add unique things that will give people a reason to travel from the eastside to downtown.
It has so much potential!!

More parking

Better concert facility (replace bandshell)

basketball

Outdoor game space available for community tournaments

Clean restrooms/community building to use
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

benches/tables, family bbq areas, historical monument re:colorado springs history, fountains

Antlers is the only park with suitable, safe parking for large group activities. It’s also a better suited place for kid’s activities like the pictures represent.
Not until it’s safer though. I wish all the new residents would stop trying to make this city more like he places you came from. It’s disturbing the
natives/people that have spent their lives here. You’re not making it better. You’re making it dangerous and expensive.

Small concert venue (friday nights?)

Connecting trails to other parks/areas

More trees, let's do our part to cool our planet.

Get rid of the homeless or the money and time and effort are completely wasted as only the homeless will use the park to litter and pollute and scare
people including tourists. Wise up.

places to read books

The rink would be awesome for year-round use!

Waterplay space in Antlers.

Bike polo court

I dont know but it needs to benefit everyone including kids

water features

water features, art

Water activities in the summer

Maybe a couple/few pickleball courts at Antlers.

Haz waste station for the needles and crack pipes left lying around

Natural play area

inspiration points

Bouldering wall!

Accesible features like an accessible garden, accessible playground, look at Boulder County for ideas for parks/playgrounds

Dance floor in front of Amphitheatre at Acacia

Interactive art installations/Music

Do not use taxpayer funds. Lottery funds pay for all of these ideas.
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What additional active features would be appropriate for the parks?

No need to spend

I LOVE the idea of a custom art playground. I vote for that at Antlers Park x1000

Bike rental, four square

lots of benches/sitting areas

Clean seating and picnic tables, flat, dry, space for tents and canopies for event like farmers markets etc.

Permanent concrete cornhole

Areas for seniors

mini gardens, vending machine for cold drinks

Clean safe restrooms

Covered placed to socialize and play games.

Multi generation games and activities!

Picnic tables

Quiet area like for reading, conversation, yoga, etc.

Interaction with first responders.

Bathrooms

Clean safe restrooms

Beautiful plants. Issue with homelessness.

Maybe something history themed?

None
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15b - What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the parks?

What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the p...

Ice Cream Social for Various Leader Groups of Colorado Sprrings

N/A

places for birthday parties or other smaller social events

Our parks need to be a welcoming place to 8 year olds and 80 year olds. Using that as part of the decision-mkaing filter helps ensure a more humanscaled and timeless design

Encourage use of existing gazebos/bandstands

Things that keep an open space in mind

Again, something above might be great for Acacia, but not for Antlers. Would have preferred to respond to choices for each park. Also, it would be
helpful to have a reminder of what's already in each park.

comfortable seating

Until the city gets a handle on the homeless situation, none of these are viable options. This will attract a large amount of homeless who will 'camp' and
not the city will not be able to move them. There will be excessive amounts of trash and it will do nothing but move these folks from the park by I25 to
whatever park gets these amenities. .

solar powered light/sound system

N/A

Nothing that requires new taxes

None fine as is except for the homeless

None

None. They're fine as they are.

temporary display area

There is enough shopping in this town.

Pop up or flexible space use, anything else will be destroyed by the homeless and druggies, unless u do something about that first

Permanent outdoor dining space. Nothing which can be moved (ie removed) from the parks.

Theatre in the bandshell?

None
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What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the p...

Strung light stands, grass slope amphitheater

"Visitor Info Hub" should be developed as an app, not a structure

none of those options are practical with the crime & homeless population

ferris wheel

Electric for the food trucks so that they don't have to use generators

Again - each space is unique and current space/programming would make it difficult to chose appropriately.

I love all of it.

NONE

Bike paths

nothing in this list seems better than what Alamo and Acacia already have.

none

n/a

Relaxing furniture

I would like to see more free events, events that DO NOT exclude poor students(myself) and bums (they are part of the community too, whether or not
we like it, we can't just kick them out of the parks). The Marian house and Springs Rescue Mission have a lot of resources for these people. Churches
coming to feed people at the Antlers park is doing NO good for them. We need to stop these churches from supporting handouts. More awareness
about Springs Rescue Mission and Marian House, and their rehabilitation programs should be advertised at these parks.

Featured garden of local plants

n/a

Fountains, ART, Food Trucks, Music and Dance

restore band stand at Acacia Park, remodel visit hub and open year around Address homeless.

Security, as downtown parks draw transients to family gatherings

More benches and picnic tables

Gardens. We need to think more mindfully about local food and its connection with the community. There could even be a cafe that educates on
cooking and gardening.

None, mass gathering infrastructures means more trash and possible homeless. When mass events come along, so should the structures in a temporary
fashion.
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What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the p...

More recycling options and seating

Cater to as many age groups as possible to keep the interest of all so we can retain these parks.

Striper Poles

Parking and security

More Art shows!

Skate Park

none

Removable seating

More places to sit

fountains

Pop-up art shows

None

Create pedestrian only areas that close off some current streets but allow access to storefronts

Safety features

More games

plants for local birds

Bumless!

I believe in keeping open space for kids to play. And lots of open space for sports activities and maybe a small section for barbecues and covered
shelters for shade

playgrounds

The performance stage and power for vendors and street activities

Conservation efforts and signs to get people involved with the world they live in.

somewhere to sit to read

N/A

Interactive Water Features
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What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the p...

RIVER WALK

Parent/child changing stations and incresed foot patrols to evacuate and discourage vagrants and child perverts/sex offenders from staying to stare
the children in Uncle Wilbur Fountain.

Dunno

general coverings with grills and tables to host large picnics/grill outs

Na

bathrooms.... i know.

Beer garden

Meet-up spot for groups of hikers, bikers, local historic/informative walking tours with PA system.

Great ideas

Farmers Market, Arts

The problem with adding features is that they would get overtaken by transients and the other public wouldn’t be able to use them. Solve that
problem first.

Community concert's and Movies ect

Rallies, community speakers (mayor), Olympic training events, cycling events

contemporary landscapes with urban ecological considerations. people + nature

Restrooms!!!

fewer needles, less harrassment for kids and people

Shuffle board

Definitely outdoor concert venue

Basically, I prefer a natural park, but with temporary use elements as indicated above.

None

A quiet area with water features separate from music and activity.

Open space seating

No additional infrastructure.
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What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the p...

Wooden pergola with bistro lights. Adds formalized congregating space without detracting from nature with large slabs of concrete or metal
structures

PLEASE DO ALL OF THE ABOVE. WOULD LITERALLY BE GAME CHANGING.

Not removing all the benches and trails would be nice.

Keeping historic bandshells

first you have to get rid of the homeless

plenty of green area with many seating spaces. not too much concrete

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

none

No food trucks! Let them park on the streets next to the parks when there are special events.

None

Security patrol

Restrooms that receive upkeep daily

More electricity

Saturday morning yoga class in the park

Stated earlier, video boards could be a great way to further advance Olympic City USA brand to create engaging sport experiences. Allow use for
collegiate alumni groups and pro sport gatherings.

This is Olympic City USA. Why are the Olympics and Paralympics not being projected on a big screen somewhere downtown for watch parties.

Space for protests, rallies and marches; possibly a space for compost drop-off

Water features

Restaurant

Water fountain or feature

Small permanent stage or platform, to be incorporated in a variety of event sizes and types (see stage at San Jacinto Plaza in El Paso, TX)

Enough with structures. There are enough. Why can't it stay green and open?

Enforce public intoxication, loitering, menacing laws. These parks are ruined by the homeless.
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What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the p...

More security for all the homeless

Maybe combine bandshell and media stage

Cs philharmonic

I'd like to see the historic bandshell in Acacia preserved. It's so beautiful.

I love the idea for an outdoor movie space. I'm surprised that we don't have outdoor movie screenings here.

Better market (more farmers/whole food vendors)

Again these are awesome but not for all three parks. please separate next time.

Restrooms

Newly emerging sport activity facility such as Bike Polo rink; Pop-up Market infrastructure

fountain

Inculsion of nature/trees/shade/native gardens!

Drop "comtemporary" and design things with a more 'historic" flair.

Accessible sound system

Garden, walking trails, more fountains with seating around?

Na

Couldn't the a stage area do media viewings and bands?

Security

pianos

Outdoor tables (with shade) for food trucks at Alamo

Sombody aches to be disbared on this one. No chamber organizations please or Marshals.

Restrooms with running water

Another fountain, motion activated. Please keep dogs well seperated from the kids play areas.

food truck space near

Features that don’t have nooks/spaces for hidden illegal activities.
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What additional community gathering features would be appropriate for the p...

Safety so that people actually wanted to visit these parks without being harassed by homeless people.

more seating

Outdoor markets in summer

I really think we need a Civic gathering space, possibly with seating

not sure

keep the farmers market at pioneer park!

Medium, creative seating structures (bigger than benches, smaller than bleachers), in shade. Constant food truck access.

Free WiFi

Maintain the green lawn and manage and plan for future large shade trees. Programming with flexible temporary structures is best if the goal is
downtown park. Maintenance, security, park police presence.

none, more trees and plants, not more people

benches in the shade

Pop up dining

Dancing

plan in parking.

What if a hot dog gets dropped in the ground so you pick it up or leave it for hobos and pigeons

Again, none of this matters if we continue to let the drug population loiter and take over

New stage

Acacia Park should be the "Central Park" of COS

No more homeless

Beer garden

Update and modernize historic band shell and gazebo

Unique events to draw people in & creating park traditions that keep people coming back seasonally. Free and inexpensive events & activities. A place
to grab easy take away food for eating at the parks.

Clean, safe restrooms, electricity, good lighting, free wifi.
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16b - What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the parks?

What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

native gardens with lots of seating - stay away from "green grass" water sucking lawns

Historic Celebration

N.A

Picnic tables

Quiet, safe environment without a lot of hard surfaces such as concrete

The edible garden would be amazing

waterwise plants! water falls!

Keep things simple. I like the idea of shade trees, chaise lounges (a l Detroit), and open space for strolling and sitting

Streams for white noise effect

Again, if you put these features in one of these parks, they will only provide 'camping' places for the homeless and drive out the families and
community experience you are hoping for.

Lakes/ponds

Concerned that any permanent structures/seating would result in people living in/on them

Nothing that requires new taxes

Nothing fine as is. Any seating or resting places will be overtaken by homeless folks

None

lots of shade

Stop finding excuses to spend more taxpayer money!

pond

Everyone, especially kids, need more easy access to nature that heals urban anxieties.

Water fountains.

Butterfly garden; water/ponds with lily pads, foliage.

Theatre in the bandshell?
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What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

Benches

None

Bring back the water fountain in Alamo

rose garden, asian garden, demostration garden, meditation maze

I chose based on who currently frequesnts each space. I fear making amentities that allow for relaxation/comfortable resting areas may promote those
without places to stay to take all the spaces up during park hours.

Great ideas. Some concern over security and such.

Water feature. Such as stream. Like in Aspen

Scheduled yoga classes with a designated space

none

n/a

If you have ever visited the Westgate Entertainment district in Glendale, Az that is attached to the football stadium you would know how awesome it is,
its a place for relaxing, kids to play in the fountain water park, movies, shopping, eating, and at night those eating locales become nightclubs while kids
and families of all ages continue to walk around enjoying the sights.. here is a virtual tour of this place, make sure to click on all the 6 top of page boxes,
they show different areas of the same park. http://www.westgateaz.com/experience/tour/

the issue i find with these options is that they will turn into a sleeping space for the homeless and no one else will use it

All of these sound amazing! Besides the Edible Garden, that could turn bad - into lawsuits, or something etc...

Some patrol for all to be able to use not just homeless

Edible Garden

Water fountians

n/a

Fountains, ART, Food Trucks, Music and Dance

model area for more botanic garden appeal. Address homeless.

Community Garden

More Seating. LESS HOMELESS

More trees, more plants, more flowers the better

more trees and flowers
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What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

Path maintenance.

Striper Poles

Non metal benches

Cannabis consumption tent/area.

swings

Shade

Pop up activities like yoga in the park

Trees

much of this would require visible security presence

Safety Features

Zen garden

labyrinth

Native plants for local birds

Bumless!

I would prefer that anything that would encourage the homeless to stay in the parks no be used such as the hammocks listed above the homeless will
live in the hammocks and not allow actual TAX PAYERS to use them.

Fountains

Sculpture garden, fountains, meditstion labyrinth (maybe as part of healing garden), meditation pagoda

Interactive activities/art exhibits

a Community garden and community compost

How about more normal seating for folks who don't want back problems or any help with making their back problems worse?

N/A

Water Features

river walk

Shade, shade, and more shade
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What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

Labyrinth

More Trees

sculpture garden, small gathered seating areas

Water feature

solar recharge stations

Because we have such a huge issue with loitering it may be wise to avoid having a ton of seating since i doubt people will get to use it

off the ground edibles (less likely to have pee on it)

Educational area for schools, civic groups, bird or plant enthusiasts.

No hammocks. They would be disgusting in a week

No seating until homeless problem is eliminated

Water features

Xeriscape Garden as the one on Mesa Rd. with information (brochures) about local gardening techniques. Beautiful flower beds to walk through.
Evening lighting for ambiance & safety.

aroma flower gardens, bird and butterfly watching gardens with plants that encourage diversity in urban species attraction

Community garden plots

Benches

Nothing that turns into a new homeless camp.

any form of local art

None

Paths with flowers and native plants with benches.

Maintained walking trails

More gardens generally

How about a monument to Strawberry Fields?

None . Limit people in park!

don't put too much stuff - leave as much green space as possible
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What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

none

None

Razor-wire fences with metal detector entrances

The edible gard is a cool feature but people would just destroy it.

Local Art (murals, sculptures, interactive)

Public WiFi. Tables and chairs for work space.

Water features

Water feature

Safety

Places for older adults to relax and watch grandchildren

No people shitting and sleeping and doing drugs

Quiet music over PA/Speakers

Reflexology rock garden

Fruit and veggies

Coy pond/ non-play water feature

Bathrooms that are clean and work!

Shaded space is really what's needed - shade under trees is perfect.

additional benches and picnic tables

awesome but separate

fountain or waterfall, windchimes

Permanent non-movable seating

labyrinth

labyrinth walking space, native gardens, botanical spaces/interests
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What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

Swing tables

Na

Hammocks are a great idea but the area would need to be coverd for shade. Also, there is a durablity issue. Edible garden is almost a necessity, if
treated well, it could be of great aid to many of the homeless population that frequent the parks.

Enforcement of no smoking

I LOVE the hammock and artful seating and community/edible garden ideas!

Sound/wind gardens? Water features?

music garden

yoga center

Tweety Birds that don't dies (Hint). Ok,not too many.

Shade. Big trees.

Seating is a great idea, but I struggle to see how this will not become another area for the homeless population to use.

n/a

I really love all of these, but I can't get past thinking of them all being options for homeless people to live in.

secutity/safety

Relaxation that can be used by the people enjoying the park vs. the homeless people living there.

Comfortable Seating option for those who are elderly or who have disabilities

The reading space and artful seating would be destroyed and become an eyesore.

Art & Sculpture Gardens

More security

not sure

Fountain, bird baths/bubbler, bird feeders, rock garden, native plant garden, xeriscape demonstration garden, pollinator garden.

Wifi service, charging stations,

Plenty of benches.

None
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What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

make it similar to brek or copper where people gather, have appropriate seating but mostly open

Edible garden good for the hobo folks

Again, love this effort, but people won’t come if we continue to ignore to the drug/homelessness issue

Relaxing seating

Paths trails and dog park areas

The offered options are appealing.

No edible garden homeless would cluster like locusts

No more homeless

Noise buffering from streets

Water features, Gardens, Pathways, More Trees

City noise cancelling water oriented relaxation, small trickle features or fountains.

shade

None.waste of $

Anything that would encourage the homeless to lounge should be avoided.

community garden space

Doesn't matter - the homeless will destroy whatevers put up

Sound of water features can be relaxing

Zen Garden

Reading space would be best nearest the library, I think. Or perhaps a few businesses near Alamo or Acacia could be persuaded to sponsor free little
libraries near reading spaces in those parks. Most of all, I think trees indigenous to Colordo Springs should be most plentiful.

Plant-Your-Own garden

Safety

Small benches -- lots of them.

native plant garden that doesn't require much upkeep or water, but is beautiful.

Solar charging areas
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What additional passive relaxation features would be appropriate for the pa...

Community garden

soft chimmes and yep! TREES!!

Get rid of the homeless!

N/a

water features, art

Benches

water features

Natural play area

Water features.

Water Features

No need to spend

ergonomic seating

benches

Seating with shade

Anything with shaded areas. Art is very nice as well.

Fish ponds, circular seating areas, tree swing

N/a

Stop trying to improve perfection, we don’t need amusement parks.
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18 - Do you have anything else to add?

Do you have anything else to add?

homeless people have the right to be in these parks but are the number one reason none of my friends go there. It feels unsafe for families even if that
may not be true. I don't know how you can address this issue, possibly provide physical structure design that encourages separation? thanks to all
working on this. Palmer would be proud of the work you do

Safety/Security now a large issue, new Tech Solutions to achieve are available to do this................Facial Recognition now used all over Europe to
advance Quality of Experiences in Parks and Cities.

I think part of the design should consider relocating the monument of Gen. Palmer out of the Nevada/Platte intersection. As downtown traffic
increases, there are great opportunities to relocate that wonderful feature while also reducing its impact on a busy intersection.

We NEED a mill levy so Parks and Rec Dept can have more resources to staff and maintain parks in this town as well as have resources to care for
these beautiful place. PLEASE!!! Use tax dollars for some common good use to make this town better.

Bikes not cars

Great parks in Albuquerque, Castle Rock

Unfortunately the homeless population spills over into these parks and makes them feel unsafe and appear as unusable by the general public. I know
it’s not fair but this has to change in order for the beauty and usability of these plans to come forth!

I feel bad for the homeless people but they really make these parks a bummer. There's trash everywhere, they constantly ask you for money, and more
than half of them have mental illnesses that cause them to flail their arms and yell at people, things, and themselves.

I love parks!

More seating for food truck Tuesday

I would enjoy our downtown parks a lot more if I felt safe in them, less needles, trash etc...

Any hammocks or lounge chairs will just instantly turn into beds for homeless people and will get dirty and no one else will want to use them. Please
don't bring those!

The pervasiveness of the homeless or vagrant population is the most difficult hindrance to our city enjoying its parks today.

I would like to see us play up our parks for both residents and visitors so that people from across the community are engaging in our open spaces,
healing, connecting, communing, and creating a sense of unity among all community members

Antlers in particular, being more on the fringe edges, needs greater links to downtown activities. Could be an opportunity for a performance space, as
it is a bit quieter.

I hope the designs keep to the natural side of things with minimal influence of design and structures

police station

All this is nice and the chosen pictures are pretty, but until the city address the homeless, trash, vomit, food, dogs poop and aggressive behaviors
towards park guests, all of these nice things will require a large amount of maintenance with very little increase in the desired public traffic.
Additionally, no where in this survey did you address where all this new community interaction is going to park or use the bathroom.
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Do you have anything else to add?

Very difficult to select images of things that would work at all 3 parks. They are all very different and, if utilized to their full potential, very little would
be shared between them.

N/A

Some of the more popular features of Acacia Park were developed over time and tend to conflict with each other. A simple reconfiguration would go a
long way toward improving the park experience while retaining those features. First, the temporary ice rink is popular, but has many drawbacks. It is
unattractive, and because it is elevated and the platform around it is not open to the public, it is not set up where people can enjoy watching the
skaters. And it damages the grass in the area and it takes almost the full season to recover from that. Recommend building a permanent ice rink that
addresses the above, and that can be used for alternative uses during the summer, such as those that are now inside the fence in the Hub. To make up
for the loss of green space, demo the existing playground adjacent to the fountain and landscape it... mostly open area with grass. Then turn the Hub
area into an extensive playground and play area for kids. It already has the fencing to help parents keep track of their kids, and there is plenty of room
to create something special there that doesn't interfere with the rest of the activities in the park. Then renovate the Hub building into modern
restrooms and place a monitor there at all times that the restrooms are open. This would allow you to turn the restrooms in the bandshell into
backstage area that would allow for a wider array of events at that facility. Whatever you do, Parks and Rec needs to do a better job of keeping this
and the other parks clean. They are really nasty at several points throughout the week.

Nothing that requires new taxes

Until the homelessness issues is resolved it seems like a waste of money to improve anything in these parks.

Make sure your designs include community needs over business needs.

More cameras to identify vandals.

parks are loved by all; but if they don't feel safe - people won't use them

Stop wasting more taxpayer money on parks. Stop the vagrants from bothering the public.

Don't spend money hoping to get more.

no

No

Work on the homeless addict population downtown and a lot of our parks will be much nicer to be around. No one wants to be panhandled when they
are at the park with their family. Or hang out in the dirt by someone cut funding to water our parks..

I know I'm harping the issue, but the homeless are a real problem in ALL of the city parks and recreational areas (and elsewhere). Creating sanctuaries
for them or providing services will only attract more. The public who pays for the parks, their maintenance, and all government jobs supporting them
and oversight deserve the Colorado Springs we used to have years ago. There are plenty of states and cities in our country which cater to the
homeless and ruin public spaces. We don't need to, and can't afford to turn into one.

I cannot reiterate enough the importance of getting our downtown back from the homeless, I have driven past Antler's Park on many occasions to see
the entire ramada/pavilion area covered in trash with dirty people basically living under it. This has to stop, or the people of Colorado Springs will be
experiencing the filth of Seattle, San Francisco and Denver in no time at all!!!!

Antlers by far has the most potential. With the old depot, train tracks and bridge, the possibility of a brewery/ marketplace would be amazing!
Concerts/events under the bridge. Kick the homeless out. It’s trashed and disgusting.

Hobo free, gotta be safe.

Please, please, please clean them up! No use spending money if the homeless will just take over.
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Do you have anything else to add?

Stop wasting money on things we don't need.

Take a look at Tulsa's Gathering Place Riverfront Park as a model. For Colorado Springs, integrating the three downtown parks with a unified theme
and providing residents and visitors to visit all three parks would be good.

Safety safety safety

wheelchair accessability

Place making unique to Colorado Springs and other features to make parks more utilized

Antlers Park, first and foremost, needs to be a safe, clean place. The other two are well monitored, this one is not. Safety needs to be considered in the
park redesign.

more recreation and a tourist attraction like a Ferris wheel, space needle, anything iconic

We do not have enough park space as our population grows. We can't afford to lose any and we need to continually add more.

Thank you for updating our parks!

info booths and security are good

There’s too much crime in all parks with people panhandling or selling drugs. They used to be safer and cleaner.

I would like the building popping up to be a mix of modern and our western (not necessarily cowboy) routes.

Think of Mexico--parks where people love to walk, ride bikes, play with their kids, find QUIET time. Places to sit and read or eat lunch.

Please try to minimize the impact of construction; these are historic parks, and sometimes the overall layout and mature trees are more important than
the new fancy trend. Be tasteful and work with what is already in existence. Design with light and safety in mind.

Don't turn these historic parks into elitichs

as CS self insures our parks we can have more fun with playgrounds created by local fabricators, at a fraction of the cost of playground companies,
and get something safe, engaging and unique. lets get creative!

Thank you for considering Antlers Park! I drive by it frequently on the way to the library and always think how nice it could be. It seems so abandoned
and neglected now.

no homeless people!

Please figure out how to keep the homeless from ruining our downtown and our parks! Many people I know won't even go downtown because of them.
Parking is also mentioned as an expense and a problem.

Get rid of the homeless!

I would like to see Acacia and Antlers park maintained as ecological havens within the city. It is important to have green spaces where people can sit
under a tree and read a book, or run around and play games on open grassy areas. I do not want to see these park cluttered. Alamo Square park should
be used to preserve and tell history.
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Do you have anything else to add?

http://www.westgateaz.com/experience/tour/

Thank you for doing this survey. We appreciate the city being aware of it's open spaces and wanting to improve green spaces.

Planting different species trees

People would go to Antler's Park more if it were cleaner and less chance of encountering a homeless person/trash/needles/etc. Also if there were some
sort of plants/flowers. Picnic areas wouldn't hurt either. It's not very inviting as is, but I would hate to see the history of the park and the trees be
impacted. Acacia is fine as is. Alamo square should be very history/culture focused with the Pioneer Museum as a focal point.

no

No

n/a

ADDRESS HOMELESS ISSUE. MORE SECURITY. LIGHTING AT NIGHT. REMODEL AND MORE BOTANICAL APPEAL.

Art, music, events, stages, water feature, security and nature. Hope we can improve our parks! Thank you!!

A concern always downtown is safety on kids.

Would love to see landscaping that increases the number of fruit trees, and bushes. As well as limited use of harmful chemicals in the green spaces.

I graduated from Palmer High School and worked downtown and always spent my time at these parks, however it's hard to relax at some of these
places because of the high drug use and homelessness in the springs. There were many incidents where I did not feel safe or feel relaxed even in the
day time.

It'd be very enjoyable to be at the parks if there were less homeless people. or activites to keep them at bay.

General concerns: Keep nature intact and add to it, focus on programs to help the homeless to keep them off the streets and out of the parks.

Antlers is a beautiful park and a quiet place to relax. As a student at PPCC I frequent the area and my main concern is safety especially in the evening.
It is typically filled with homeless whom I have no problem with, but being more closed off, it makes it feels dangerous. For this reason, I would not feel
comfortable taking my family there or even studying during my breaks.

I have felt unsafe walking through Antlers Park near dark.

I love our city and our parks. We have the ability to be one of the most beautiful cities in the US. Maintain the green and do not become stark, maintain
some softness and inviting, relaxing spaces.

I don't care at all

The current design isn't terrible just old and tired looking. Pioneer museum sign is missing letters. Hub at Acacia and games area are falling apart. I
know little about antlers because I won't go there. I've heard it's not safe.

Please start your focus on Antlers Park. This is a great space that needs some help.

Homelessness is the greatest threat against keeping the parks safe.
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we should have a lot of sculptures in antlers park

No

You can never go wrong with a mural.

This is obvious, but make more family friendly - less drug dealing and no tolerance for homeless camps (offer them other community
resources/outreach)

Survey was too long. It would have been nice to know its length ahead of time.

Excited for the change!

I would like to see the parks be used by the community as a whole, not as a day shelter. I would like to see all people feeling safe in the parks and hope
that all people would participate in activities.

Whatever it is that you might do, please remember that antler's park is next to a college and it is growing and The park is going to be a good place for
learning! Thank you!

No

Nope

I am very happy that wonderful artistic changes are being considered for these three parks!

Plant more trees.

CS is a beautiful space that has a developing vibe, but some avoid because of homelessness. South Nevada is beginning to improve because of
partnership with SRM. Perhaps explore intential partnerships for downtown,

No

My family and I are all Natives and we really enjoy the parks and what they offer, thank you for the survey

I would like to spend more time in these parks, but as a female, I'm too uncomfortable to do so. The pandhandlers in Colorado Springs have become
overly abundant/aggressive in the last 17 years I've lived here.

It would be nice to feel safer at all three park areas so that it would be a safer space for the community.

Yes, a food truck court maybe? a theme that goes well along the line of modernism et all.

thanks for asking!

America has lost much of its wild bird population, it's important to maintain the birds we have left. I want to have plants that are native to Colorado to
help support our local bird population.

Make parks and libraries bumless!
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Do you have anything else to add?

Please invest in ways to remove the homeless from the parks. They are the reason people don’t want to go to the parks anymore or use the trail heads
because of homeless camps. People don’t feel safe anymore I know I can’t go on a hike anymore without my gun because I no longer feel safe in
Colorado off the main roads due to the fear of being robbed by a homeless person. It’s sad to think that if I want to go on a hike I have the ability and
will use my ability to takes someone’s life if I am threatened.

Chess playing area

I am not sure that there is a great solution for the Antlers park. It usually has at least 20 homeless people in the park. The gazebo, covered picnic area,
there are also many homeless with all of their belonging. This whole issue is a tough one. I would never go to that park to eat lunch. I sound like a snob
and I don't like this, but it is true. I do not know a solution, but I am not sure that I have ever seen anyone in that park in the last 5 years, except
homeless

People will not come and use the parks unless they feel safe and free from harassment.

The Antlers park needs to be a park for everyone’s use. At this point only the homeless are using it.

Please add many types of plants and lots of them and then continue to take very good care of them. Our public care for trees is sadly lacking and soon
our parks will have no natural shade!

Two biggest issues. Get the transients and panhandlers out. Put in a covered entertainment stage with 3 phase power and structure to hang sound and
lights. Every smaller town in the state has a newer better stage. Acacia and Bancroft band shells are over 100 years old! City auditorium needs to be
torn down and rebuilt.

non portapot, clean restrooms available so elderly and kids and other certain individuals can enjoy extended visits to the park

Antlers park seems like the neglected step child of the parks, because it is not off of tejon it seems like the city doesn't give it much thought. With the
opening of the olympic museum, ppcc's baclkbox theather and renovation of guseppie's there are a lot of reasons to revitalize the park and make it
inviting to visitors. To do that, there needs to be a larger conversation about how to help people experiencing homelessness that generally use the park
and make it feel not-inviting, as if to use the park, you are intruding into their space or their home.

Outside of criticisms concerning the lack of diversity on the city council? No.

Ensure that we aren't verbally assaulted by the homeless people who beg for money.

Quit feeding the homeless on Sundays at 4PM. There are about 50-75 people out there every Sunday. They already have free food at the Marion House

Remove the homeless.

river walk

Please, for love of all Colorado Springs get the vagrants out of the parks. I don't know what "features" would help, but making the area appealing
begins with a safe environment. That's basic Maslow's hierarchy. Families want safety and security.You will fail from the outset if you don't address this
one challenge. I don't go to the parks anymore, especially with my family due to the dangerous feeling and aggressive anti-social mentally insane or
drug induced rants the vagrants make. I'm not alone in this concern.

I work across the street from Antlers park and it is a safety and health hazard. No citizens come "hang out" at this park due to the homeless.

Our parks are wonderful green areas in the city. Useful as a pit stop for tourist as much as a space for locals. I personally don't frequent them much
anymore because in recent years the homeless population have increasingly made them dirty and it has often felt unsafe for me to be alone in a park
even during daylight hours. The vagrant issue needs to be addressed as it does not make for enjoyable living...

Please consider implementing safety measures in Antler's Park. It is a threatening location.. I rarely see people there unless they are homeless and
angry. It turns people off from visiting there.
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Do you have anything else to add?

We have got to do something about all the homeless people downtown.

I'm glad you are doing this! I live downtown and I love it!

Outdoor table tennis at Acacia Park would be awesome

Seating is really important in all three parks, whether it's to accomodate people who'd like to eat what they bought at a food truck, people who'd like
to read, or people who'd just like to sit and enjoy nature.

The city MUST address the homeless issue in the parks. My Palmer student loves Acacia, but there are at least 7 people sleeping it off there when she
arrives in the morning.

All of our parks are treasures. I think there are great ideas for each that will be welcome to the citizens of Colorado Springs.

Remove/restrict the homeless and do not allow pets.

Questions at the beginning don't allow you to type more than a few characters on an android tablet. Don't know about other devices. Hope this really is
for the community and not a money maker for a few developers. These parks could really be great places for locals and worthy of visitor praise. There
is, of course, the elephant in the room--the homeless population-- which will deter many and which must be addressed in an effective and
humanitarian manner.

Homeless and loitering are a problem. Drug use. I do not feel safe taking my family to Acacia. I frequently get harassed by homeless and addicts by
myself. I wont subject my family to that.

Thank you for asking for input!

Anything that has to do with Antlers Park needs to be coordinated with revitalizing the business and living spaces around the park itself. Having a
great park means nothing if the area around it doesn't give people a reason to go to the park. Property owners in the area should be worked with to try
and attract a variety of purposes down in that area to keep people moving through it (barbers, accountants, clothiers, etc.). The Antlers Hotel and the
Palmer Center Complex also should consider redesigning their rear space to do something that opens up their spaces that block off Antlers Park and
makes it useful space for everyone (new shops, access to the hotel and other buildings in the complex, etc.).

Antlers and Acacia both need more security ( police presence) and cleanliness to return to public use. Both of those parks are basically overrun with
transients and homeless people and drug addicts. I feel unsafe in Antlers in particular. I work in a building there... that park is scary to walk in.

I think just cleaning up the parks and making the mature there more lush is the priority

Please, please, please add a dog park to at least one of the parks!!!

The change should be a natural progression not an overhaul.

Our downtown parks have turned into havens for junkies. Please so something about that.

The main concern is the presence of so many homeless pushing their carts. As a volunteer for the Marion House I know there are so many felons or
those just released from jail.

homeless issues needs to addressed first. its a turn off. i was just downtown last weeks and i had to wittness to homeless people arguing. it aweful

I hope that at every step in development there are persons of different physical and sensory abilities involved, and that all developments made will
actively consider the dignity, safety, and wellbeing of people experiencing homelessness in our city
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Do you have anything else to add?

The biggest issue with these parks is homelessness and their loitering for hours. Everyone has a right to be there I get it but they kinda overwhelmed
the space.

no

These parks are a part of our historic linage of Colorado Springs

Get the homeless out of Acacia!

dont overdo it - simple quality thoughtful moves will last the longest and have the biggest impact in civic pride and identity

Restrooms! As a large family, restrooms are necessary whenever we go to parks, especially at odd hours when nearby accessibility is limited.
Handicapped rooms with low sinks & paper dispensers, please!

More security and better restrooms downtown

Make parks safe for kids

I like many of the ideas that you have laid out. But, I have found that the biggest problem is lack of consistant security enforcement. Including dogs off
leash , cleaning up after pets or oneself and aggressive unruly behavior.

Get rid of bums so taxpayers like me can safely visit parks and restaurants with our family.

Seating, nature, and history are best for these parks since they are naturally historical.

I won't take my kids to these parks because vagrants are always drinking alcohol, smoking marijuana, and trashing the place. The vagrants absolutely
need to be removed.

I hope there is a way to help our chronically homeless population instead of trying to drive them out. They need space to exist while trying to maintain
these spaces for the entire community.

Safety is my biggest concern. I would feel uncomfortable brining my child to Antlers or Acacia park as they currently are.

Homeless people have a right to use these public spaces, but no group should be able to monopolize them. We don't go to Monument Valley Park nor
Acacia Park anymore because I can't relax with my kids there. Two big reasons to go downtown are gone now. We'd often get food on Tejon and then
go to the playground in Acacia, but running the homeless gauntlet in search of a bench or table is uncomfortable at best. There are plenty of other
places to eat in this city where I don't have to worry about parking and then constantly be on my guard. Any design or policy changes to these parks
need to take not just ideal *use* into account, but also account for the risk of *abuse* of the space.

not at the moment

Currently Antlers park is too dangerous to visit. I drive by it every day on the way to work and there is always a dozen homeless people and multiple
cop cars. Not a place I would want to take my family at any time of the day.

No homeless hanging around

The City needs to do something about the homeless people in the parks if they want residents and tourists to feel comfortable and safe using the
parks.

Inner city parks do not need to be high energy. Madison square park in NYC would be a good template for any small urban green space.
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Do you have anything else to add?

Remove the Homeless population from Colorado Springs especially RV dumping sewage.

I would love to see some color added to our parks.

I would spend more time in the parks (lunch,relaxing, spending time with family) but the homeless problem is awful

I think that Colorado Springs does a wonderful job providing and maintaining the open spaces and parks for free there is no charge whatsoever, we are
very fortunate to live in such a beautiful area.

Springs is exploding. We should do what we can to maintain what is becoming the old "heart" of the city. No need to add steel and plastic- let the parks
breath a glimpse of what Springs was in the 1800s. We have enough infrastructure that anything skipped here can be placed elsewhere.

PLEASE clean up these parks!

You guys are already doing some really cool things and based on what I see you have cool ideas. Just make our parks fun interesting and new age.

Please put a focus on year round music and stimulating the environment around each of these parks. If we create these parks as places where people
can have fun, be safe and bring their family and/or friends on evening or afternoon that we can greatly enhance the businesses around these parks
with new revenue.

This is a pretty good ploy to get people to think that you actually care about their opinions, I'll give you that. We all know that the city will do exactly
what the city wants, the results of this survey (or historical law) have never been taken into account in the past, why would they going forward?

There are larger concerns around the area in general that need to be addressed if you want to make the downtown area in general an appealing
destination for people who would not otherwise be there.

you have to get rid of the homeless

Installation of things that require tickets would be exclusionary. Let's keep our parks free and open to the public. Don't capitalize on these spaces.

The biggest current issue for all three parks is safety due to loitering, drug use, and threatening behavior by transient and homeless users who
monopolize the park resources for drug use, pan handling, and camping.

Add low, historically decorative fencing at perimeter and gates to prevent small children from entering sidewalks and streets.

just enForce the laws already on the books.

Better park security

Homeless / vagrants are the number one thing preventing safe family use of most Colorado Springs parks. Until they are displaced, none of this will
matter and the parks will continue to be mostly unusable.

Keep the history of the area. Rustic is best because that is our roots. I'm a Colorado native and am tired of people coming in and trying to make us look
like Denver.

Spend the resources on cleaning and managing the parks.

What ever is decided, hopefully will be available to people of all ages with out excluding any particular age group. The most beautiful art in the world is
raw nature not what some over educated pompous group believes. Just keep it real and organic
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Do you have anything else to add?

I would use our parks more often if there were fewer homeless people about. I’ve recently seen behavior downtown that put me on red alert for my
safety- a young man was carrying a very large knife and a machete at a very popular pedestrian intersection.

Little free libraries near any reading areas

nope

Our parks department is amazing!!!!

Find a place to build excellent homeless housing

(Already noted WILBER, not Wilbur). Ideas are great. Two tough jobs: vagrants and fundraising. Keep us up to date.

They should retain a park-like feel and not just become an extension of the downtown business district

Please think big. Think about more bike paths that aren't on the city streets, pickle ball courts.Listen to input from the community and do it right.
Create something that people want to spend time downtown instead of run your errand and leave mentality. Get the homeless problem fixed. Please
quit kicking that can down the road.

I know its difficult to control, but the homeless camping in parks discourages me to go to them.

The city needs to continue to invest in programs to assist the homeless community to keep them out of parks and the downtown areas. Currently there
are several parks after 5pm (and during the day) where it is unsafe and uncomfortable for residents and visitors to enjoy the parks we have downtown
because of the large population of the homeless. This is not limited to parks, trails that go through downtown also need considered in this effort.

The city needs better services for the homeless. They hang out downtown and in these parks. Unfortunately a lot of people do not come downtown
because of this. Even if you make these improvements people will not take advantage if they do not feel safe.

I have lived in other cities that have successfully transformed otherwise under-utilized downtown parks into actively used portions of the city, and it
was with the help of the addition of a newly assigned position within the city whose job it was to manage and program the park.

Feeling safe seems very important

Please make sure to make the parks age friendly and inviting to older adults. Find ways to tie these three parks into the Legacy Loop

Acacia Park is great except it is often overrun by vagrants and preachers. Sunday this summer was coffee at Story and then cornhole at the Hub.

You really need to get ride of the Homeless population. Enforce the laws, and don't provide any services to the Homeless at all.

Parks not usable AT ALL thanks to homeless and vagrants. Gotta fix this first and foremost, all of the other points of this survey are useless until the
city addresses

Secure any loose equipment (games, furniture) needs to be considered

The main thing that attracts is the ice rink and places for children to play while keeping the vagrants at bay

good night lighting, patrolled,
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Do you have anything else to add?

Antlers is a conundrum, getting that area active would help with the issues that one has, it doesn't feel like a public park any more, its for the homeless.
Getting the old railroad station going again will help too. Acacia is not horrible, but it really is far under used, where are the friday/saturday night
concerts during the summer? more usable features are needed too, shuffleboard is cool, but its always closed it seems like, maybe redo that into
something else more accessible. Alamo i like how it is, i skate through on my longboard quite a bit, its a peaceful, historic spot. If that area wouldn't
have been destroyed in the 60's-80s, it would need to be different, but its in the government no mans land between the two mini districts that tejon is
becoming. So not a lot needs to change there.

More art. More trees. More green life.

That the primary focus be that these stay areas where people can go to connect to nature and the earth. First and foremost, these are green islands in
a city, and need to stay so.

I would like to spend more time in the parks but the vagrant population makes me nervous about bringing my child there.

The Antlers Park could be a community hub for that area and nice business lunch space.

I hope Colorado Springs can become more bikeable, walkable, densified, sustainable, and lively. Thanks for what you do.

I would love to see the block around Acacia park become car free. This would allow for the park to be expanded for pedestrians to walk between the
park, stores and restaurants on that block freely and safely. There are so many homeless people at these parks that I feel like it's their park and
sometimes it's hard to go to the parks and sit and relax and enjoy the outdoor space.

Most of these lounging additions will just become homeless living spaces, so I'm hesitant to say that's a good idea. I spend a lot of time in Acacia park
at story coffee and it's not that bad, but watching creepy homeless people stare at little kids in the fountain is not great. Story coffee is the best
contribution to downtown parks. It's super unique and people will go for that reason, but most people I know won't come downtown because of the
homeless.

none at this time

Renovations to ECLC Antlers location should coordinate with Antlers park renovations to make it kid friendly and welcoming to families.

We would love to see better farmers market, improved/more modern playground and splash park, events like yoga in the park, summer movies and
concerts. Keep up the good work with events like What If and ice skating.

Love these ideas!!!

I appreciate the extra green spaces in this town, keep planting and creating places for people to enjoy/preserve nature within the city.

The homeless population in these parks needs immediate attention. It is becoming a safety hazard with needles lying around and multiple people living
in the parks.

Acacia park has so much potential to be this really cool part of downtown and for it to be a central meeting place for our community and I think the
primary focus should be on rehabilitating this park so that it has a more welcoming and relaxing, community-oriented energy.

Personally, with the revitalization of downtown, I would love to see the parks cleaned up and safe for children and families to use. Currently, the parks
are dirty, and I do not feel safe taking children- especially to Antlers place.

No

I highly encourage someone to reach out to the local Bike Polo group to learn more about how this unique sport will attract people downtown and
further ignite the parks, thus creating more recreation and enjoyment all-around.
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Do you have anything else to add?

I think the main thing is to have a clean and fun enviornment where families can go to have a good time without spending any money.

Until something is done with improving the sanitary and safety issues I will no longer visit these previously beautiful areas of the city.

Does it need to be said--keeping the homeless out of the parks is the most important priority. Also, keeping trash and dog waste out of the parks.

No

Inclusion of history is imperative as the city grows as well as the preservation and inclusion of nature/gardens as that is a huge draw for Colorado
Springs at the base of the mountains.

I love these ideas and love that Parks cares so much! Of course you already know this, but the homeless population is probably the biggest thing
hindering these parks unfortunately. I go to two of them regularly and have had a lot of scary encounters with unstable people. I know this is a huge
challenge that isn’t easily tackled and the whole city is trying very hard!

It is important that the Alamo park honor the history of the attached Pioneer Museum.

I like many of these ideas but what are the liabilities?

Clean up Antlers or build buildings in its place. It’s time to make it safe and fun again.

Better lighting and security are critical to Acacia and Alamo.

No, thank you!

Safety is the main priority. Making the parks inviting and safe will attract people and promote to the overall feel of downtown as well as providing an
economic boost to the area.

I work near antlers park, the shade and atmosphere are wonderful, and I don't want to displace people, but it could use more maintenance, cleaning or
restrooms. I worry about trash when walking in that area.

I love all the parks in Colorado Springs. Thanks for maintaining spaces so we can "get away" from the city inside the city!

Looking forward to seeing the results!

Yes. Alamo and Acacia are both good parks focusing on different clientele and provide a good space in the heart of downtown. Antlers Park,
unfortunately, is a bit out of the way. Used to have the old locomotive going for it... now it has been taken over as a homeless encampment. I realize this
is a continuing problem in C/S, but until the problem is addressed in a successful way, rehabilitating Antlers Park seems a waste of time.

I grew up going to Acacia Park and was a student at Palmer HS 20 years ago and spent lots of time in the park. It has turned into a scary place that I
forbid my children to enter because of all the people sleeping in the park and begging on the corners.

I work next to Antlers for a child care center and would love to be able to take my kids to the park for some additional exercise and learning
opportunities. As is, there are too many vagrants and safety issues and no play equipment or interesting things to look at or do. I hope this changes in
the future. Thank you!

As a board member of Early Connections Learning Centers, I hope we can clean up Antlers park so it can be enjoyed safely.

We stopped going to Acacia a long time ago because of the homelessness. We did not feel it was safe for our kids. Same with Antlers Park. Only Alamo
has stayed enjoyable.
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Do you have anything else to add?

Clean up the parks. Chase out the drunks, druggies and panhandlers. Start enforcing the law with regards to drinking, drugs, vagrancy and public
urination. Don't expect citizens to support expanded facilities until you can clean up and preserve what we have and get the ne'er-do-wells out of our
parks. I avoid taking my family to these downtown parks due to the lawless who inhabit them. There is a childcare center behind the Antlers. Some of
the parents are afraid to enroll their children there because of the folks hanging out in Antler's Park. The staff there regularly has to clean up their
steps and sidewalks due to the human filth left behind but the campers. Start enforcing the law.

All three parks can be true gems for downtown, but they can each focus on something different for variety. Alamo = business community (food trucks,
social gathering, hammock farm, occasional lunchtime live music, art, etc.). Acacia can be the high energy park for families and younger people (music,
ice skating, small skate park, fountain, games, etc.). Altlers = large venue special events (live outdoor music and concerts, movie nights, festivals, etc.).

Great job taking initiative to change for the better

n/a

Please remove the homeless.

Updating the downtown parks would go a long way towards making downtown appealing to young people and tourists. But these updates will mean
nothing if the parks are still filled with yelling, drugged out homeless people. More police presence must be a part of the plans.

I applaud the work on Acacia that parks has done and think that is moving in the right direction. Can always be improved, but don't want to be critical.
On Antlers the park just needs to be used, currently no one goes there at all. So activation is key, which will hopefully alleviate some of the current
issues there.

I believe Antlers Park needs to be a priority. The situation there with the homeless population in an inactive park, as a nearby business, is out of control
and is affecting our business.

Cleanliness and a safe, inviting space are paramount with a visible presence to ensure these features.

Thanks for giving the public the chance to comment. Well worth the investments to keep our parks family friendly and downtown vibrant.

I don't think any long-term change to these parks or downtown as a whole can happen until the homeless situation is addressed and dealt with.

The homeless, intoxicated, and high people living and gathering at the parks are creating unsafe environments

Plan for lighting, safety and maintenance. Low water native plants.

Please don't make the parks too "busy". They should be quiet, comfortable spaces that occasionally offer small community events. Focus on dignity
and safety.

I work near Acacia park and would like to be able to eat my lunch in the park. Sometimes I find it hard to find a clean place to sit. Perhaps we could
clean up the current benches and picnic tables.

One of the big problems in the parks isn't a park problem, it's a problem with how this city manages the homeless. We need to get more involved in
getting people off the street and getting them help. Shuffling them around and pushing them from one place to another does nothing to solve the
problem. It just moves the problem to another area of the city. Until this is addressed, these parks are going to have people living in them which will
turn away those of us that want to take our families there for recreation.

Antlers Park is rendered unusable to the hotel guests and people that work nearby because the homeless population has taken up permanent
residence there and renders all paths and pavilions unusable on a daily and nightly basis.

I would spend a lot more time in Antlers and Acacia if I felt safe alone or if there were more community activities in them. I don't feel that I can relax in
Acacia between the homeless population and high school kids.
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Do you have anything else to add?

There are so many great ideas listed, I picked several! I know not all of them are possible. Thank you for producing this survey.

The homeless population have made Antlers Park useable for others. There are police cars there daily. Trash is everywhere. I do not feel safe to walk by
the park.

I see a downtown full of Pokémon Go players but no real recognition that we are here... I wouldn't necessarily cater to us, but be aware that it is a thing.

Keeping as many things local as possible: local artists, local architects, and including the local community like this survey!

We need families to feel welcome and safe

Add more parking spaces Safer environment for children Enforce homeless littering and numbers

Placemaking is a huge need and parks are a great place to start. Please redesign these spaces to welcome and support our growing community.

with increase in downtown apartments, small well-maintained dog park makes sense in Antlers park

The main focus should be having people feel safe and want to go to the park without getting accosted.

you can do all that you want to the parks, spend all the tax payor money, but if you don't address the homeless problem, then it's all for not. No one will
come if safety is not the #1 priority. The homeless epidemic is taking over downtown, and it's a real problem. Address that issue first.

i would be happy to see only temporary or moveable features added to the parks- they are pretty solid as they are.

Antlers park needs the most help by far.

thank you for asking

I don't feel safe alone at Antlers Park, even in the daytime. Vagrancy, drug sales, trash & lack of seating have made me turn around & go home from
Acacia Park.

Less homeless

The homeless vagrant issue, unfortunately, is a huge detractor to the Colorado Springs downtown area, and parks suffer disproportionally from this
problem. I know it's a complicated, large problem, but it's a really glaring issue for these spaces right now. What can be done to deal with this issue?

The parks where the homeless gather make it difficult for others to enjoy these parks

Antlers neglect should be the main focus and opportunity

I don't spend as much time downtown due to the homeless and panhandling. it does not make for a family friendly experience. I will never take my
grandchildren to the fountain.

Alamo Square park is the only one I feel comfortable going to. The others do not feel safe. I used to eat lunch in Antlers park resting against a tree.
Now that park is a homeless gathering spot and not as clean as it used to be. Most of the parks and trails are not safe to enjoy any more. We need
significant police presence in all of our parks and trails.

We have to find a way to keep the residents safe from the homeless community. I am not able to even run or walk anywhere downtown due to the
scares I have had from them. It just isn't safe any longer downtown.
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Do you have anything else to add?

I love the idea of updating the parks but it won’t matter if I don’t feel safe bringing my children to them.

Overall problem with safety due to so many homeless people. More native trees(pines etc) to feel like Colorado. Aspen and Boulder have a great green
space merged with their downtown. Something like that here would be great.

Remove Transient People

no

Acacia park was a nice active space everyday before the city changed the design of the bandstand and patio area. I also dont want to see redesign as
an excuse to displace those without homes.

These are very cool ideas and would be awesome to invigorate our downtown spaces and parks.

No homelessness

Make it vagrant-proof. The railings on the planters at the corners of Tejon and Kiowa are working marvelously.

Good job for what’s already happening

Acacia could easily be 20% better if you got rid of the activity building, which is NEVER open. Replace it with permanent food carts or other seasonal
use. The other two parks require a lot of work. Alamo Square feels like an afterthought and Antlers could be the gem of this city if updated and
managed correctly. The interplay between Antlers park and the old train depot creates some really cool opportunities.

There is a lack of civility at Acacia and Antlers. If you can’t do anything about that, you’re just wasting money.

I stopped bringing my kids to downtown parks years ago because of the homeless and its only gotten worse. When I have visitors from out of town, I
steer them away from downtown so all the changes to the parks wont change that. I work downtown and see these parks every day and it reafirms
that I wouldnt bring my children here.

There are no real areas to toss a frisbee or football in the downtown parks. There are always too many pathways nearby with too high of a risk of
hitting someone.

These parks, like any around town, are homeless hubs. We will never enjoy using them or their amenities unless the homeless population is controlled
around them. Shady individuals, drug activities and crime will stop our family from participating in any event, activities or attractions in the area, no
matter how the parks are revamped.

I have visited none of these parks because I am in fear to do so with all of the vagrant population that hovers around. Please get Colorado Springs
cleaned up of this nonsense.Additionally clean up Nevada, SW CS and for Lord's sake do something with HWY 24, the gateway to Pikes Peak!!!!! our
main attraction.

Yes

Security

Security cameras!

Homeless issue can make the parks an uninviting space

We need to get the drugs and homeless community out of these public spaces. It is truly not enjoyable to take one’s family to these parks on any given
day at this point.
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Do you have anything else to add?

I think it’s wonderful that renovation is being taken into consideration. However, the homeless issue in the parks has ruined any hope for me. I do not
feel safe at any of these parks, and it’s hard thinking of designs that they wouldn’t ruin by living there. It’s really sad and unfortunate.

Clean up the parks so people feel safe taking their children to them

UpaDowna would like to contribute to daily outdoor activities if you need help.

The City has heard this many times before, yet, it is worth repeating, once more. Until the homelessness "crisis" is addressed and the City grows some
teeth to eliminate the homeless individuals from "day-camping" in the parks, the efforts suggested in this survey may be a futile effort to "beautify"
and accentuate the character, opportunities, and the entertainment each park has the potential to garner from citizens and visitors alike. There are
many great features for each park, but they do need to display a sense of safety and security, along with being upgraded and maintained for
everyone's (almost everyone, if you know what I mean) enjoyment.

Any plan enacted must have an aggressive component to deal with the homeless. Anyone who comes to these parks needs to abide by the rules and
they must be held accountable.

The biggest problem is the homeless people who hang out in Accacia Park and the Antlers Park. They are not dangerous but they put people off and
make them feel unsafe. They also monopolize benches and picnic tables.

Just get rid of the homeless harassing surrounding business, families, children. Do whatever needs to be done. Ship them in crates to pueblo if you
have to.

I realize it's not possible to keep the homeless out, but some way to control the trash that's left.

No MORE HOMELESS

The downtown historic parks should showcase our history and set a vibe for our growing community.

So excited to see these parks being re-envisioned! Hoping they hold the best of new & old while inviting people into clean, safe spaces that can be
enjoyed by all ages. That they encourage people to live outwardly & engages all the senses.

Demolish the shelters and bathrooms in Antler's Park to limit the draw for homeless. Nobody wants to bring children to a park where they are
concerned for their safety.

No

The parks would be fine as is if they weren’t full of homeless people and garbage. We visited once and won’t go back. Even my child commented on
how dirty it was and that she was scared.

The homeless make the atmosphere scary

Secure the parks at night - gate-up or security guards make homeless leave so that they won't be there in the mornings.

Please consider using these areas to highlight that Colorado Springs is a bike-friendly city! Something like a pump track or kids' bike area like the
Hillside Park bike track would be so awesome, and would help contribute to our city's legacy as a place where people want to come and experience the
outdoors via a bicycle. A court that could be used for bike polo would be a fantastic addition!

get rid of homeless activity and provide safe spaces for the cummity

Acacia is an excellent hub location due to downtown businesses and parking garages available. I wish there were more activities target marketed for
millennials (age 24-37) to enjoy.
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Do you have anything else to add?

Get rid of the street people, panhandlers and drug addicts first and foremost! If you dont take out this trash...who else feels safe enough to frequent
these parks? You may as well just get rid of them altogether so they dont attract this type of people if you cant figure out a plan of action for this
problem first as even if you spend our tax money on improving them...the only people that will go to them is the above! I drive by Dorchester Park
daily...that too is nothing but vagrants! There is no way I would EVER stop at any of these places myself let alone with my kids and allow them to play.
You wasted tax dollar on the trails downtown and the one and only time I've hiked them..they were filled with the above mentioned, tons of garbage
and smelled like human urine and feces plus I was scared the whole time. Who can enjoy that?

I think a climbing feature at the Antlers would be awesome!!!

Don't ever spend time in these parks due to the homeless that live there.

We’ve only been to Acacia Park for events. The playground isn’t great and is in an odd location. We’ve been to the pioneer museum but not walked
around Alamo park, just thought it was lawn around the museum. We’ve never been to Antlers Park because of security issues, it’s always occupied by
several dozen homeless individuals and their belongings. That’s just not a safe environment for children.

The parks here are all so full of trash. There are always takeout containers full of food that squirrels are eating, cigarette butts, and I've found things
like used tampons, used condoms, and hypodermic needles. I'm a dog walker so I frequent a lot of these parks. It reflects so poorly on our city and is
disgusting. You're asking to put in all these playgrounds and outdoor seating etc, that's wonderful and all but will the city hire the staff to maintain all
of these? Will the city actually pick up the trash and monitor the drug users and homeless at the parks? I can picture these million dollar parks being
trashed and broken in a few years if nothing else is done to help the parks.

The urban campers and people suffering from mental health crisis are the biggest issues with our Downtown parks. There are times where my family
and I don't feel safe in Acacia Park with the illegal activity I am witnessing. In its current state, Antlers Park is unsafe. Since the park is hidden away
from the main flow of the public and its proximity to the Library and the Marian House, the urban campers congregate there leaving behind an unsafe
environment in the park for families.

More food events, better large outdoor seating area with shading. Dog park. Better food varieties around parks, food is typical burgers/hot dogs etc.
more diverse food would attract bigger crowds. I.e Asian food Korean, Thai. Outdoor walking area with garden, man made water pond lake for better
eco system.

Get rid of the smelly homeless with carts and keep the drugs out of our parks

I think the best thing to do is to keep as many trees and plants as possible and put in water features for birds and animals.

No.

I appreciate being able to participate in survey but maybe warn us in future how long survey takes

Move the soup kitchen away from Downtown.

Just green grass and mature trees and good maintenance. No fountains, sculptures, art, games or other artifices.

Be creative, innovated, look outside the box when you design this new plan. Parking should one or two charge station, while the patron is enjoying the
park their electric vehicle is being charged. CC has these emergency boxes which allows students, professors, etc. To call for help. The parks should
have these because sometimes smartphones are miss-placed or forgot them....they can ascertain help in emegency

please include restrooms and ensure police/safety

I think less grass is "greener" and lowers maintenance costs. Artificial turf?

I won’t visit if I don’t feel safe.
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Do you have anything else to add?

Families, students, locals, and visitors would likely spend more time engaging in and enjoying the parks if they felt it was safe and welcoming. I drive
by Antlers multiple times a week and people are camped under the pavilion, sometimes with a police car parked in the yard or nearby on the street. It
doesnt encourage recreational use of the park, which is unfortunate, because it's a beautiful, green space.

We have an exciting opportunity to transform blighted areas by updating these parks and making them so inviting and vibrant that people will travel
from all over town to visit them. We need to give residents more compelling reasons to visit downtown. Right now the parks in the NE part of town are
so much better, that people have no reason to visit the parks downtown. Let's change that!

More accessible parking for our parks please

I would really like to see Antlers park become an amenity and not a scary place. It feels wasted when it could be so much more. The other two are
great but could use some TLC and updating.

I think you have been doing a great job. Keep up the great work. The biggest issue is safety. The homeless camping in these parks makes them
uncomfortable and unsafe for children.

The city needs basketball courts with lights. Allows people to gather and play and stay out of trouble.

The homeless need to be removed from the parks or nothing else matters.

Very hard to manage, but somehow managing the amount of homeless in Acacia and Antlers. Not sure if there is a solution. Public does not know
Antler's is a park or visible.

Unfortunately, the homeless camps impact my use and feeling of safety in these spaces. Something to consider in planning and design.

I think the city could benefit tremendously from an update to the city park spaces. I hope it’s done in a sustainable way that allows the spaces to
remain viable for years to come.

How can one help?

As a downtown nanny, I take young children to these parks. Security is my number one concern. Second is improved play areas.

no

Safe, comfortable spaces with space to support local businesses and events!

I rarely visit the parks because there are a lack of regularly occurring events or activities. Like a friday night concert in the park during summers. Also,
the homeless/crazies fill a lot of the parks, and my security feels in jeapordy. ESPECIALLY Antlers park. It is unusable due to the amount of homeless
there.

Please, please KEEP these parks!!! In fact we NEED more parks and walkways and less cars.

Safety and cleanliness are my biggest concerns.

If you don’t get rid of the homeless you are wasting my taxpayer money and everyone else’s money. Do your job and clean up the homeless problem
before you spend taxpayer money to do anything else

The homeless camps, trash and generally just their presence at these places stops me and most people I know from even wanted to set foot on these
places.

A year-round rink would be really neat! I know lots of people that would get use out of it as a roller rink in the summer and ice rink in the winter!
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Do you have anything else to add?

Go for it.

The city is going around destroying parks and open space for pet projects that eat up tax money. Allow the people to manage these parks without city
interference.

I use to live downtown for 3 yrs and it was not safe to have my son at these parks. So police patrol and make sure the high school kids are in school. The
kids use the parks to ditch school. Keeping everyone safe is my main concern

The main reason I avoid entering Acacia park is because I feel unsafe. People are living there, perverts harass the kids in the fountain, there are
needles and trash everywhere, and there is no police presence to speak of. It makes me so sad, because it's a beautiful park and there's so much
history behind it! Alamo park, however, is kept clean and safe. When I make it to the south end of downtown, I love spending time there. I won't even
venture near Antler's park. It's also unsafe, and it's not near enough to me to make me want to even TRY to spend time there.

Your suggested uses are awesome! Antlers is the current problem park but that is probably due to its current isolation from the rest of downtown. It
could once again be a gem! The elephant in the room is the homeless usage.

The city is wasting money every time they invest in Downtown Colorado Springs...

I would enjoy a police presence that was more visible.

I wish the parks felt safe and weren't predominantly occupied with homeless people or addicts

Please activate Antlers Park. It is currently scary, dirty and gross.

The park we visit most is America the beautiful,.. BECAUSE of the water feature and the playground for my grandkids. That being said, I would visit
Acacia more if there were more band opportunities during the summer and if the Crime there were dialed down, Spreading the bands across three
parks would make attendance confusing, as would a monthly schedule. But a local band every Saturday night would be easily remembered, provide a
social and an activity to enjoy that did not cost anything,.. including the city as many bands would gladly perform for free, just for the exposure. Ours
would be one of them. It would also be interesting to have a "beer Garden" where people would be limited to 2 drinks for relaxation,.. after all,.. folks
dance better with a couple drinks in them. :-)

Did I mention get rid of the bums and homeless? Seriously, until you do, no one will want to go to these parks.

A multi use roller rink would be a great addition to one of these parks.

No need to spend taxpayer money on these projects

I love the parks , i work downtown and its great to have a place to take my lunch and relax for an hour.

It's hard to enjoy the parks when homeless people are sleeping on the benches or ask for money.

no thank you

Taxpayers are not interested in our money spent on parks where bums take over and we can't enjoy them. Get rid of trash and bums, have 24 hour
maintenance and policing. The park is no use if it is dirty, trashed, or has no usable restrooms.

Thanks! Add Cornhole as a game

Move the Palmer statue out of the street and into Acacia Park.

Preserving our beauty and keeping traffic down.
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Do you have anything else to add?

Anything would be an improvement if city can/will regulate vagrants & all problems they cause. Give parks back to taxpayers.

Focus on restrooms and water fountains would be appreciated, as well as more shaded areas to socialize on hot or rainy days.

To reiterate these parks need public restrooms. I bring my kids downtown at least once week and we wander around and play Pokémon go, sometimes
get lunch or snacks, but I have to make sure we all pee before we leave because there are not public restrooms downtown and the businesses all have
them Locked and require purchase to use them. We moved from chicago which is a much larger city and somehow finding restrooms downtown there
was easier and they weren’t guarded like the ones in CS. Very unwelcoming and not great if you have kids.

Thanks for gathering ideas ❤

My biggest concern is feeling safe and not being approached by vagrants.

Whatever "improvements" have to be maintained!

This is one of the worst designed surveys I've seen the city put out.

I don’t know why you feel the need to increase taxes to create amusement parks when what we have is fine. They are a nice place to relax, have lunch
or enjoy the outdoors. We don’t need a place that resembles an amusement park.
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19b - As someone with business and/or property interests nearby, what particular desires
and concerns, or partnerships, should the City and park designers consider for this master
plan?

These responses include responses
from all 1400+ respondents. Only
5/75 business owners who took this
survey answered 80% of questions.

As someone with business and/or property interests nearby, what particular...

1. Improve Comfort of Park, Bathrooms, Changing Area for Fountain, Water, Electric for Homeless to discourage endless requests to local businesses
for use of Bathrooms-Beverages and Electric to charge Cell Phones. 2. Improve Security by better Case Management of Marion House and Homeless
thru Facial Recognition Technology........it Works ! All 3 Parks, Colorado Springs Police can lead in this Effort.

Attraction! As a business owner, we want people to be all around and to want to be in the vicinity of these parks and our businesses! Creating beautiful
spaces with places for kids and families to play would be great!

Many great ideas and solutions already mentioned. Want beautiful and safe parks!

I think I've said everything I need to. I hope this plan will consider how each of these three historic parks not only contributes to our downtown vibe but
help people connect to all the other lovely parks we have here. I envision that COS is more than just Olympic City USA, but that the Pikes Peak Region
is a model for integrating urban, suburban, and rural communities through a unified Parks master plan.

Parking, bathrooms that are clean and safe, all the effects of the large homeless population downtown. The sleeping in the parks, the trash they leave,
the vomit that is on the sidewalks and in the parks, their animal poop that is not picked up. Consider closing Tejon from Bijou to Colorado on weekend
nights. Enforce the currently ignored noise ordnance - motorcycles, cars and rooftop clubs. Have the police that are at the night clubs actually 'police'
the clubs and their patrons. They do not enforce the noise ordinance, or the drunk people that leave that are over served and then vomit and urinate on
the streets. Not to mention get in their cars and drive.

The City and the Downtown Partnership have not focused as much as they should on making downtown area a more livable environment. The emphasis
has been on incentivizing developers to build and they've responded with a tremendous surge of investment. That's a good thing. But they are building
thousands of new residential units and hotel rooms with little infrastructure to support it, and there has been only lip service paid to addressing
livability issues such as cleanliness, excessive noise and challenges related to the homeless community. This has to change. If the City continues on this
course, the quality of the downtown experience will deteriorate for both residents and visitors who are staying in the hotels. Ultimately, this will have
huge negative impact on property values and visitation--unless the City steps up. Core issues for parks, sidewalks and other public space are: 1)
Excessive noise from motorcycles and amplified music from downtown rooftop bars (far exceeding the noise ordinance in both cases but the City does
not enforce it) 2) Equitable resolution of the homeless issue. They have a right to share the public areas, but the trash, feces and urination issues need
to be addressed. And some of the homeless with more serious mental health issues threaten pedestrians--residents and visitors alike. This happens
many times each day 3) More emphasis on controlling the slam bars on Tejon Street. Most of the people who go to these establishments are way overserved, resulting in regular late night fights and urination and vomiting as they return to their vehicles... to drive. If you think this is an exaggeration, you
need to walk around downtown at closing time. Or just ask the PD officers who are stationed along Tejon Street on Friday and Saturday nights. These
are tremendous challenges. In some cases, it will require a significant investment of public resources to address the problems. But there are some easy
answers as well... such as the railings that were installed at the corners of the intersection of Kiowa and Tejon. That was an inexpensive, but
tremendously effective, fix that should be implemented throughout the downtown area.

Take into consideration the other projects going on downtown and do your best to complement, coordinate, and capitalize on those. I'm thinking
specifically of the professional soccer stadium and the development around it, the new CC hockey arena, the Spring Live/Work building, the new Hilton
Gardens, the other new hotels, and the new apartment buildings. Downtown is becoming more residential and diverse, and also will attract more
tourists. Public green space will be increasingly important as downtown living becomes more dense, and these three parks are well positioned to
become gems in the community.

Safe and clean.

Live Music

Getting information out to downtowners about events held in parks every weekend, I know Im missing them because I just dont know about them
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As someone with business and/or property interests nearby, what particular...

Get rid of the homeless!

Would love a larger or more frequent food truck rally. Or a place for trucks to be allowed to park not during a rally but just regular times.

Security and safety

We have to fix the pan handling issue

The amount of homeless sleeping in the parks each day. Walking through downtown for lunch causes alot of issues with masses of them in the park.
They cause alot of trash in the park which has stopped me from being able to take a dog to work because I have no where to take them on walks
during breaks.

safety, keeping homeless moving but not alienated.

I like the walkable access.

Draw people downtown and outside to create energy in the city so our employees can draw on that energy during their work day

I want to see more regular activities in all the parks. Maybe each park can hold a different designated activity. Acacia has the bandshell, so maybe the
City can call out for local bands to play for free. Alamo Square Park has a fascinating history with itself, the Alamo Hotel, and the Courthouse/Pioneers
Museum. It would be a natural choice for lectures, talks, tours, and events having to do with nature. Antlers Park is a large space in a very decrepit
area. It could be the central point for revitalizing the area if the City worked with CONO, the Downtown Partnership, and local buisness owners to try
and pump up the community pride and try to encourage fresh new uses for space down there. Council could look at being more open with zoning down
there to try and spur some land-use creativity. The owners of the Third Antlers Hotel and the Palmer Center, while not responsible for the
abandonment the current structures create by closing off the park, should do what they can to not only help clean up the park and raise awareness,
but should also explore creative ways to make new access points to their buildings and the park. Perhaps the Antlers could restore it's old concert
series from a few years back but have it in Antlers Park instead of out in front of the hotel. Antlers Park, the former jewel that one experienced right
away when stepping off a train, could also have train themes integrated to connect the park with its history. As an example, a train-themed playground
could be installed.

I support adding accessible restrooms and additional trash receptacles to all of these parks. Additionally, it’s important to me that they remain a place
our homeless neighbors feel comfortable gathering. Seating that contains barriers to resting would be disheartening.

making downtown a hub of interconnectedness - not just a hotspot for people to frequent periodically - it needs to feel like a stable neighborhood.
With many new residents coming soon, we need variety of scale and activity, while maintaining a common thread of design throughout our downtown
urban design

community social support

The transiet phenomenon that is currently going on there are a lot of homeless folks that use these parks for place to sleep and do whatever they need
to do. I do understand that the homeless folks are part of the landscape here in the Springs however maybe there should be certain areas where we
can have them stay that is not counterproductive for tourist and folks that we are trying to get to invest and keep the Springs looking the way it does.

An interactive map for parking. Parking.com is one.

Downtown loft resident. Daily park visitor with dog.

Way to control the homeless and congregation of gang members

Homeless and panhandling are a huge concern

safety and cleanliness
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As someone with business and/or property interests nearby, what particular...

I don’t think the parks are inviting enough or have any activities that attract people. So they are filled with homeless people and that deters people
from going.

How do these three parks connect and provide areas for people walking from one place to another and connect to Legacy Loop and America the
Beautiful Park Park areas could provide green space for development around edges especially Acacia. This park could integrate well with future plans
for new YMCA

Safety of people walking through the space.

more involvement and forward thinking for young and old. creative, friendly things that bring you into the park to relax, people watch and also ej=njoy
activates.....keep it safe and clean otherwise defeats purpose

Attracting more people to downtown is important, and planning the spaces in a way that prevents the space from being over run by homeless people
would be helpful.

I work at Story and those guys take care of us

Antlers Park is an eyesore to the community. It is always full of homeless people lying around with liter and trash throughout.

Less homeless in parks

Local politics forcing decreased investment

The coffee shop is expensive and the coffee is not that good. Something need to be done about the playground, update and bring it to ground level.
Get more restrooms and leave them open, use the building on the north side of the park for the ice rink and take down the fence, put concessions and
rest room in it. Fix the stage

addressing homeless lingering in these parks. it makes it difficult to run a business, and dangerous to commute to work

cleanliness and preventing active drug use in parks. Parks to be enjoyable by all with ample seating and activities along with mediation gardens for
relaxation.

Sustainability, clean and safe inviting area

Homeless begging, passed out or doing drugs in the parks is the biggest concern. It reflects badly on the City and Businesses.

homelessness

Consider how to make the parks destination places for people who live within the city and those from out of town.

That's a big question. I think any park in a downtown area should address the needs of the people that use it: business community, families, and
visitors. In the case of Downtown COS, we have three parks that have tons of potential, but lack a true identity. Instead of each parks trying to be all
things to all people, I'd probably have the park focus on a specific demographic: Alamo for business folks (due to its location), Antlers for large venues
and lots of music, and Acacia for families and high energy activities.

Sterilize downtown you filthy pigs, and quit trying to blame vagrants for lack of attendance. Walmart just says "no loitering" but keeps it very lean. I
can wait for a bus - no problem.

The parks, particularly Antlers, needs to be cleaned up. It would be great to activate it in a positive manner but the homeless is a huge problem. It
would be great to have community events and activities so families could enjoy it.
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As someone with business and/or property interests nearby, what particular...

Be great if you didn't have a significant amount of homeless/drug abusers in the parks

Unfortunately, the homeless have to go. It's may not be fair, but the trash and wear and tear they put on the parks, makes the parks less friendly and
useful to everyone else. They monopolize tables and benches which are then not available for other users of the parks. I'd most like to see Acacia Park
rehabilitated. It seems very patched together with deteriorating elements from different time periods. Keep and restore the historic stage and
lighting, but update everything else with a unified design bringing complementary modern elements into the park that will be used and appreciated by
families and downtown visitors. Can we have whimsical tile and concrete elements incorporated into the base of the stage plus the park entrances and
central square area? This could tie in with the Uncle Wilbur Fountain, helping to unify the park design. Williams Studio in Pueblo does amazing brick
and ceramic artwork, incorporating modern elements using historic materials: https://kenwilliamsstudio.com I've wondered also if there should be a
fence around Acacia park to help separate it from the busy streets and offer protection for children playing in the park. Alamo Square just needs
cleaning up and better maintenance of the walkways and gardens. Antlers Park needs a purpose. Why would anyone want to go there? It's cut off
from the rest of downtown by the Antler's Hotel. Can a pedestrian connection be made through the hotel property with a stairway/elevator giving
access to the park? But, then for what purpose? With the Olympic Museum being built down the street, can there be a tie-in to help energize Antlers
Park?

Clean, safe, inviting parks. Art, art, and more art.

safety and security along with a manageable space (not too much maintenance in that things are broken often) that families and other groups can
gather and spend time together.

the homeless and drug addicts out number the people who are appropriate and spend money

Vagrants, DTP control of activities allowed in the parks

More activation for Antlers Park specifically, starting with getting restaurants back in the Old Depot. More public art / sculpture in the parks to
increase public engagement. Any of the ideas listed in the previous photo sections!

Security of parks regarding the homeless population is the biggest concern that I hear from my patrons about downtown activities in general,
including park use.

These spaces should be an inviting place for individuals and families to spend time. An enticing afternoon in the park contributes to greater time spent
downtown, which increases spending and participation downtown.

Events with appropriate alcohol sales/consumption allowed!

I want downtown to become futuristic destination as attractive as denver, boulder, and aspen, in order to put colorado springs on the map and dispell
preconceptions of anti-progressive attitudes.

Make it vagrant-proof. Nobody will use the parks if they are taken over by the vagrants.

Don't overload them with programming - make each choice very deliberate while leaving plenty of space for natural growth and relaxation. I also very
much want to see all 3 parks utilize permaculture to help with water management and soil sustainability.

Keep the budget, eliminate danger, reduce unsightly issues, plan for trash, plan to police the area, plan for parking, plan to succeed and then stay
involved to ensure it is not occupied by vagrants, homeless, drug addicts, drug lords, pimps, prostitutes, etc. Last realize that the people who pay for
all of this want to use it. so if the people using it are not the productive citizens who work to pay for and enjoy city amenities, then remove those
"people" to a place where they can be homeless/vagrant/ etc outside city limits.

Better control concerning parking by the city over markets and events as the vendors in the markets take up all the spaces around the park and on
Tejon. It's ridiculous for a market to take away from the downtown businesses and use our parking spaces for the entire day! No control by the city!
This last Sundays event in Acacia is a great example. Many of the vendors took up all the spaces around the park!!

Relationship between the improved Vermijo Street corridor and Alamo Square Park
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As someone with business and/or property interests nearby, what particular...

The more attractive, clean, and secure the property is, the higher the frequency of use and/or patronage. Too, places to gather, for family events or
social events, provide a greater opportunity for parks to be utilized.

Updated features and getting rid of homeless

homeless

Something needs to be done about the rough homeless atmosphere

Activity based and family friendly. The homeless pose a signifigant stress on these parks and discourage amply use, especially the Antler's. People
need to feel safe or the parks will not be used to their full potential.

while I care for the homeless, they genuinely are dissuading residents to visit downtown. Can we relocate marian house? Minimize Penrose usage?
Take back our parks? Or provide incentives for all homeless to utilize one key area vs. all?

Antlers Park is dangerous and unattractive. I'm the CEO of the ECE organization located adjacent to the park and families are afraid of the area. We
are planning a new center on our site and believe reimagining the park could support economic development efforts in the area.

The parks need to be made safe to visit by removing the problem population of homeless currently living and loitering in them.

The playground at Acacia park is in great need for improvement. It should be at ground level. not sunken. Security is paramount.

Traffic issues are terrible, and currently dangerous. People drive 40mph in the center of downtown, jaywalking is high, lack of parking, homeless
people that gather at Antlers park are dangerous. I’d like my tax money to be spent more wisely, stop using it for millennial dreamers, it’s damaging the
fabric of this community.

Keeping the parks available for all. Need to deal with the homeless taking over the parks.

Safety and cleanliness

Security and don't add elements to the park that will be taken over by the transient population such as hammocks, shelters, restrooms, etc.

I think one of the most important things to consider is ways to improve the public use of the space, in way that brings people specifically to these
parks and not other parks. Unique art features, useable sport spaces, opprtunity for live music etc. By getting people into the spaces, and regurally
using them, we can help reduce drug use and abuse in the parks. Lighting and regular use of the spaces seem like they really help alleviate those
issues.

Lighting Safety

With Colorado Springs being Olympic city USA and known for niche active sports-having a multi generational safe sport activities at parks is key for a
vibrant community.
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